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ABSTRACT 

This report covers in detail the solid state research work of the Solid 

State Division at Lincoln Laboratory for the period 1 May through 
31 July 1975. The topics covered are Solid State Device Research, 
Quantum Electronics, Materials Research, and Microelectronics. 

The Microsound work is sponsored by BMDATC and is reported under 
that program. 
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INTRODUCTION 

I.    SOLID STATE  DEVICE RESEARCH 

Low-loss high-purity GaAs waveguides for monolithic integrated optical circuits 

have been fabricated and characterized. Attenuation measurements of wave- 

guides at wavelengths near the GaAs absorption edge show that losses of less 

than i.5 cm at wavelengths >0.905 |im can be obtained in material with 
(ND + NA) ~ 2 x 1Q15

 cm-3. 

High-resolution heterodyne absorption spectra of ethylene have been determined 

by using the wide bandwidth and high sensitivity of recently developed HgCdTe 

photodiodes. With about 1 mW of CO? laser local-oscillator power, the signal- 

to-noise ratio in the 0.3- to 0.5-GHz region was better than 80:1. 

Several improvements in the growth and fabrication processes used for PbSnTe 

double-heterostructure diode lasers have been achieved. It is anticipated that 

these improvements should give sufficient reproducibility to evaluate the intrin- 

sic behavior of these devices. 

CO, laser-pumped CW laser emission from high-quality PbSnTe crystals is 

reported. The optically pumped PbSnTe laser devices, which should be useful 

in the field of high-resolution spectroscopy, operate continuously from 16.04 (im 

at liquid-helium temperature to 15 (jim at ~25 K. 

H.    QUANTUM ELECTRONICS 

Neodymium pentaphosphate (NdP-O..) has been operated quasi-CW at room 

temperature by transverse pumping with a laser diode emitting at 0.8 |im, The 

observed maximum optical-to-optical power-conversion efficiency was 7.5 per- 

cent,  and the pumping threshold was 12.4 mW. 

Continuous   operation   has been   obtained   in   LiNd-metaphosphate  (LiNdP.0.2) 

using a 0.58-(i.m laser pump.    A platelet 158 jim thick and approximate  cross 
2 

section 0.5 X 0.5 mm   was pumped normal to the platelet face,  with the lasing 

cavity arranged collinearly to the pumping direction.    The threshold power was 

observed to be 360 JJLW.    For 1-mW quasi-CW operation (20-percent duty cycle), 

a power-conversion efficiency of 18 percent was found. 

A pulsed C02-pumped InSb spin-flip Raman laser has been operated with an 

external cavity in which the output frequency is governed to a large extent by the 

Fabry-Perot modes of the resonant output coupler. An output spectral width of 

0.027 ± 0.003 cm"1 has been obtained. 

Optically pumped,  collisional transfer,  laser action has been achieved in C7H~, 
0  0 CS2,  and SiH..    Resonant collisional transfer excites the 0100 0    level in C2H2, 

a mode which is not connected to the ground state by a vibration dipole, while in 

VI1 



CS? the vibrational transfer is to the 10 1 combination band. In SiH., in which 

laser operation is reported for the first time, laser output is observed at pres- 

sures up to 3 5 Torr. 

The CW submillimeter heterodyne detection system has been extended to pulsed 

operation. The 8th harmonic of a klystron was mixed with pulsed far-infrared 
radiation from a methyl fluoride laser in a small-area GaAs Schottky diode. 
The CFLF laser at 496 (im, which was pumped by a CO? TEA laser, had a mea- 

sured linewidth of less than 5 MHz. 

III.    MATERIALS RESEARCH 

Although the internal quantum efficiency is close to 100 percent for photogalvanic 

cells in which a TiO., or SrTiO, anode is shorted to a platinized-Pt cathode, it 
has been found that because of insufficient anode band bending the maximum ef- 
ficiency of photoelectrolysis with such cells is about 10 percent. For effec- 

tive utilization of solar energy to generate H-, fuel by means of photoelectrolysis, 
the ideal anode material should have an electron affinity no greater than ~3.5 eV 
in order to achieve sufficient band bending (in addition to an energy gap ~1.8 eV). 

A flux method has been used to grow crystals of KNdP.0.2. a new, acentric, 
high-Nd-concentration material for use in very small, low-threshold lasers. 
The compound's lack of inversion symmetry may allow second-order nonlinear 
optical processes (e.g., second-harmonic generation) as well as linear electro- 

optic modulation to be carried out directly in the laser crystals. 

A liquid-phase epitaxial technique has been developed for the growth of very thin 

GaAs layers at rates  exceeding 100 (im/min.    By pushing a supercooled growth 
solution over the  substrate wafer at the rate of 10 to 20 cm/sec,  a reproducible 
thickness of about   0.1 |j.m has been achieved for the active layers of double- 
heterostructure GaAs-Ga,     Al As diode lasers. 1 -x    x 

IV.    MICROELECTRONICS 

The fabrication of a two-phase, buried-channel, 100 X 1 charge-coupled imaging 
array has been completed. The device utilizes an ion-implanted barrier under 
alternate gates to create true two-phase operation. The channel is formed by 
ion-implanting phosphorous atoms, and both the first- and second-level gates 
are polysilicon to insure that the device has maximum sensitivity to frontside 

illumination. The potential well under the storage (first-level) gates at zero 
bias has been found to be 5.3 to 5.5 V higher than that under the transfer (second- 
level) gates, which agrees well with the calculated value of 5.8 V. Measure- 
ments of transfer inefficiencies have been made at a clock frequency of 1 MHz 

-4 and are 1.3 ± 0.5 x 10     .    Lower transfer inefficiencies are expected when de- 
vice  processing techniques which reduce the bulk trap density in the finished 
devices are fully developed. 



Varactor diodes are being fabricated of sufficiently high quality to be used in a 

K -band parametric amplifier for a LES-8/9 ground-station receiver. Current 
efforts in this program have been concentrated on developing a packaging net- 
work which provides contact between the diode and the waveguide circuit. Two 

packaging schemes are being evaluated to determine how each meets the elec- 

trical and mechanical requirements of the network. One approach is based on 
the use of a single capacitive standoff which is connected to the device by an in- 
ductive ribbon. The other approach utilizes an inductive loop and capacitive pad 

which are fabricated as part of the device, and these components are then con- 
nected to an external capacitive post. 

IX 
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I.    SOLID    STATE    DEVICE    RESEARCH 

A.     LOW-LOSS  HIGH-PURITY GaAs  WAVEGUIDES FOR  MONOLITHIC  INTEGRATED 
OPTICAL  CIRCUITS AT  GaAs LASER WAVELENGTHS 

GaAs has been investigated extensively as a material for integrated optical circuit light 
guides at 1.06- and 1.15-^.m wavelengths.    Low-loss,  three-dimensional waveguides of several 

1-3 different types have been fabricated. The change in refractive index which is responsible 

for the guiding action in these structures has been obtained by using either heavily doped mate- 
rial or a wider-bandgap material such as Al Ga.    As as the cladding for the GaAs waveguides. 
Losses as low as 2 cm      also have been achieved at these wavelengths,   with three-dimensional 

4 
waveguides formed by using proton bombardment to decrease the carrier concentration. 

The main loss mechanisms at these longer wavelengths are scattering from imperfections, 
which can be minimized by careful materials preparation and fabrication procedures,   and free 
carrier absorption,   which can be reduced to insignificant values by using high-purity material. 
At shorter wavelengths,   band-to-band absorption becomes important.    Conceptually,   it is a 
simple matter to use two different compositions of Al  Ga,     As to fabricate similar waveguides 
for shorter wavelengths,   with the alloy compositions chosen to minimize band-to-band absorption 
and still provide the required index change for effective waveguiding.    However,  to effectively 

5-7 8 utilize the Franz-Keldysh electroabsorption effect for integrated modulators   "    and detectors 
in these waveguides,   it is desirable to have the sharpest absorption edge possible with minimum 
long-wavelength absorption tails,   and to operate at a wavelength as close to the absorption edge 
as the losses will permit.    Since the absorption tails are due to ionized impurities,  they are 
minimal in high-purity material. 

In this section,  we report transmission measurements on planar high-purity GaAs light 
guides at wavelengths close to the band edge.    These measurements indicate that low-loss guides 
(a <  1 cm"   ) suitable for use with GaAs room-temperature lasers can be fabricated in this ma- 
terial.    Besides simplifying the fabrication procedures for integrated optical circuits,   such wave- 
guides are well suited to the incorporation of electroabsorption modulators and detectors.    If 
there is no "residual" absorption due to disorder in the alloy,  these results can be simply ex- 

tended to Al Ga.     As waveguides. 
A schematic diagram of the arrangement used to measure the waveguide transmission is 

shown in Fig. 1-1.    The source is a grating-controlled external-cavity GaAs room-temperature 
laser as previously described by Rossi et al.     By adjusting the grating angle,  the laser wave- 

e 
length can be tuned over approximately a 150-A wavelength range in the vicinity of about 0.9 urn. 
A series of about five different laser diodes with different types of doping permits the entire 

wavelength range between about 0.93 and 0.85 (im or less to be covered.    The external-cavity 
laser emission was collimated by a microscope objective,  and then either directed to a spectrom- 
eter for wavelength calibration or focused on a cleaved edge of the planar waveguides for the 
transmission measurements.    The emission from the other cleaved edge of the planar waveguides 

was observed with an IR microscope for alignment purposes.    For quantitative transmission 
measurements,   both the laser power incident on the cleaved edge of the waveguide and that emit- 
ted from the other cleaved edge of the waveguide were measured using a large-area Si PIN de- 

tector.    Sample in-sample out transmission measurements were made on two or more different 
lengths of guides,   and the exponential loss coefficient of the planar waveguides was calculated 

from the results of these measurements. 
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Figure 1-2 shows the exponential loss coefficient variation with wavelength for three differ- 

ent planar GaAs  waveguides.    The epitaxial material  for the  waveguides  designated by the 

circular and triangular data points in this figure was undoped GaAs.    The epitaxial layer for 
the waveguides designated by the circular data points was compensated high-resistivity material 

14       -3 with a total ionized impurity concentration estimated to be 4 x 10      cm    .    The free carrier 
13        -3 concentration of the epitaxial layer was <5 x 10      cm    ,  and the substrate carrier concentration 

18 -3 was 1 x 10      cm"  .    The waveguide thickness was 20 p.m,   and this thickness and the index change 
due to the free-carrier effect permit the propagation of four modes higher than the lowest-order 
mode.    The losses for the higher-order modes will be greater than that for the lowest-order 

mode,   so that these measurements should be representative of loss coefficients that can be 
achieved in single-mode waveguides of the same purity.    The exponential loss coefficients shown 

were calculated from transmission measurements on three different lengths (1.4,   0.9,  and 0.5 cm) 
of waveguides from the same material.    The error bars on the point at 1.06 |j.m indicate the un- 

certainty in the loss coefficient  a  from the three different measurements.    There is apparently 
-1 -1 a gradual increase in  a  from 0.3 cm      at 1.06 y.m to 0.7 cm      at 0.915 |a.m.    For shorter wave- 

-1 -1 lengths the increase is more rapid,   reaching 0.95 cm      at 0.910 nm and 1.5 cm      at 0.905 fim. 
The more rapid increase in the loss at the shorter wavelengths is due to the nearness of the 
absorption edge.    The "tail"  of the absorption at these wavelengths is presumably due to the 
Franz-Keldysh effect associated with the internal electric fields in the crystal that result from 
ionized impurities or other crystal defects,    '       although the small shoulder at 0.90 5 (j.m for 

12 this sample must involve some other impurity absorption mechanisms.    Optical absorption 
13 and photoconductivity      at this wavelength have been observed previously,  but the defect respon- 

sible has not been identified.    Also shown in Fig. 1-2 (triangular data points) is the wavelength 
variation of the absorption coefficient determined for waveguides with epitaxial layers that have 
a total ionized impurity content about a factor of five greater than that for the sample previously 
discussed.    There is very little difference in the loss coefficient for these two samples in the 
wavelength region of interest,   and the increased absorption due to the Franz-Keldysh effect and 

the electric fields associated with the ionized impurities only become significant for wavelengths 
shorter than about 0.902 p.m.    It is interesting to note that there is no evidence of the absorption 

shoulder at 0.90 5 nm for the sample.    For lowest-loss waveguides in this wavelength range,   it 

will be important to choose material in which this absorption is minimized.    Figure 1-2 also 
shows (square data points) the wavelength variation of the loss coefficient for waveguides from 
less-pure material.    In this case the absorption in the wavelength range of interest is much 
higher,   and waveguides from this material would not be as suitable for use for integrated elec- 
troabsorption modulators and detectors in this spectral region. 

From the results presented above,   it is clear that for GaAs epitaxial layers with total ionized 
15        -3 impurity concentration (Nn + N.) less than about 2 x 10      cm    ,   the planar waveguide losses are 

sufficiently low to permit the use and design of integrated optical circuits at wavelengths which 
can be achieved with GaAs heterostructure lasers.    It is significant that material of this purity 

can be easily prepared by vapor-phase,   liquid-phase,  and molecular-beam epitaxial techniques. 

G. E. Stillman      J. A. Rossi 
C. M. Wolfe H. Heckscher 

B.  HETERODYNE ABSORPTION SPECTRA OF ETHYLENE 

High-resolution heterodyne absorption spectra of ethylene have been obtained by using the 
14 wide bandwidth and high sensitivity of recently developed HgCdTe photodiodes.       The use of 
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heterodyne radiometry to detect pollutant gases has been reported;    '       however,  the present 

work is the first clearly resolved heterodyne spectra to be reported.    Although direct transmis- 

sion spectroscopy using tunable diode lasers is a more sensitive laboratory technique,   the 

heterodyne technique is potentially a more versatile remote detection scheme as it offers a 
single-ended,   passive means of detecting both stationary and moving gas sources. 

The experimental setup shown in Fig. 1-3 is similar to that used previously to obtain hetero- 

dyne emission data on ethylene with a Ge (Cu) photoconductor.      Here, the more sensitive HgCdTe 
photodiode was used,  along with a 1-mW CO, laser local oscillator imaged through a 50-percent 
beam splitter and lens.    Also in the detector's field of view was a 900°C furnace filled with a 
1-inch-diameter ceramic plug.    The gas absorption cell,   a chopper,  and a 2-percent-bandwidth 

spike filter which transmits only near the wavelength of the laser local oscillator,   were placed 

between the furnace and detector.    The heterodyne beat signal,   generated in the detector by the 
laser beam and the radiation from the furnace,   was amplified by a low-noise,   5- to 1500-MHz 
preamplifier and fed into a 10- to 3000-MHz double-balanced mixer (Vari-L Model DBM 400), 
where the signal was mixed with the output of a leveled sweep oscillator.    The mixer output was 
fed into a 25-MHz low-pass filter and into a crystal square-law detector.    The rectified signal 
was synchronously detected with respect to the chopper reference signal,   integrated and displayed 
on the y-axis of a recorder.    The x-axis was driven by the sweep output of the sweep oscillator. 
The recorder trace thus presented the heterodyne signal as a function of the difference frequency 
with respect to the laser local-oscillator frequency.    The spectral resolution was set by twice 
the bandwidth of the low-pass filter. 

IF frequency scans with and without the ethylene absorption cell are shown in Fig. 1-4,  using 
the P(14) line of the CO2 laser.    Three scans are shown for each case.    To compensate for re- 

flection losses at the cell windows,   the signal was attenuated by 20 percent with the cell out. 
Decrease in amplifier gain and the 1-GHz RC rolloff of the detector are responsible for the large 
drop in signal from 0.3 to 1.3 GHz.    The signal-to-noise ratio in the 0.3- to 0.5-GHz region was 
better than 80:1,  obtained with about 1 mW of laser local-oscillator power.    An additional factor - 
of-four improvement could have been obtained by simply changing the  50-percent beam split- 
ter to a 90-percent beam splitter,   removing the 65-percent transmitting spike  filter,   and 
antireflection-coating the absorption cell and detector dewar windows. 

The transmission spectra shown in the upper half of Fig. 1-4 were obtained by dividing the 
"cell in" signal by the "cell out" signal.    (The fine structure results from connecting arbitrary 
sampling points and is of no significance since it falls within the range of experimental uncer- 
tainty.)   The four distinct absorption lines in the Q-branch of the v- vibration of ethylene are in 
good agreement with Hinkley's tunable diode laser transmission data.       The minus (—) sign 
over some of the lines indicates that these lines are on the opposite side of the CO., P(14) line 
and have a shorter wavelength than the laser line,  as determined in Ref. 16.    The sign of the 

difference frequency cannot be determined from a single heterodyne frequency scan.    However, 

if one were to increase the laser local-oscillator frequency by 10 or 20 MHz and repeat the 
spectral scan,  the sign of the difference frequency for each line would be revealed by the sign 
of the shift in frequency of that line.    The 83-MHz linewidth of the data in Fig. 1-4 was due to 
the 66-MHz Doppler-limited linewidth as observed in diode laser transmission measurements 
and the 50-MHz detection bandwidth of the heterodyne system. 

D. L. Spears 



C.     Pb„     Sn  Te DOUBLE-HETEROSTRUCTURE  DIODE  LASERS 1-x    x 
High-performance Pb.     Sn Te double-heterostructure (DH) diode lasers,   emitting in the 

1—X       X . o 
10.5-|a.m wavelength region at 12 K,   were reported previously.        These heterostructures were 

grown by liquid-phase epitaxy (LPE) from metal-rich solutions on PbTe substrates which were 
doped with Ti   in order to keep them p-type,   even when metal-saturated by contact with the 
growth solutions.    A mask of MgF? on the substrate permitted epitaxial growth in stripe form. 

Since that time we  have extended this technique to lasers with emission as  far out as 

X e* 20 fj.ni,   using substrates of Tl -doped Pb„ q0Snn 1f)Te.    Lattice-matched heterostructure 
lasers using Pb.     Sn Te and PbTe.     Se    alloys also have been made,   and we have doped the &i-xx 1-yy 
heterostructure layers during LPE growth using Bi and T/   as n- and p-type dopants,   respectively. 

While this work has demonstrated the flexibility of the LPE double-heterostructure growth,  the 

questions of optimum impurity doping,   importance of lattice matching,  and ultimate performance 
of the devices have gone largely unanswered because of difficulties in growth and fabrication 

which cause highly variable performance from device to device.    We report here on progress 

in eliminating the sources of this variable behavior. 
The most straightforward LPE growth is in planar form,  but,   because of spreading resis- 

tance in the passive layers of the heterostructure,   deposition of a contacting stripe on the planar 

growth does not give a well-defined stripe-geometry laser.    It is necessary to first mask and 
etch a mesa,  then to insulate etched parts of the structure,  and finally to metalize the mesa 

top — a process we have successfully carried out,  but which has several disadvantages.    One 
consideration is that this requires a large number of fabrication steps following growth,   which 
makes it difficult to avoid damaging the active layer of the device.    Also,   forward-bias resis- 

tances of diodes made this way are typically a few tenths of an ohm,   a factor of ten higher than 
those for diodes that have been metalized upon removal from the LPE system,   without photo- 
resist application and other processing steps. 

These disadvantages of the planar growth are serious enough so that we presently favor 
growth in stripe form,   where the application of photoresist,   the etching,   and the insulator depo- 
sition are done prior to growth,   and only metalization,   sawing,   and cleaving to final size are 
post-growth fabrication steps.    Two forms of stripe growth have been tried.     In the first,   there 
are stripe openings in the MgF2 covering the planar substrate surface.    It is necessary to briefly 
electropolish this structure,  typically removing 1 to 2 |j.m of material,   in order to get good wet- 
ting of the LPE growth.    The growth in these shallow valleys frequently traps some growth solu- 
tion,   and this may cause a shunting path across the diode,   a problem that has often contributed 
to the variable device behavior mentioned above. 

A second form of stripe growth,  which seems not to have this difficulty,   is growth on slightly 

raised stripes,  or mesas.    Our initial procedure for fabricating the mesa substrates was first 
to develop a photoresist etching mask in the form of 50-p.m,   4-mm stripes on the planar substrate 
surface using Shipley AZ 1350J resist.    An etch of 2-percent Br/HBr was then used to etch mesas 
~5 |j.m high.    If the substrate was rinsed with water,   rather than the usual methyl alcohol,   the 

photoresist mask remained in place.    MgF2 then was deposited on this structure and removed 
on the mesa tops by lifting the photoresist stripes.    A brief electropolish removed 1 to 2 (im of 
material from the mesa tops for good LPE wetting. 

We noticed that the quality of the MgF2 growth mask following this fabrication sequence was 
often poor,   as shown by the mask turning cloudy during the brief electropolish step or crazing 



badly during the growth process and not serving to mask the growth.    This poor behavior was 

traced to the Br/HBr etching before deposition of the MgF2.    The problem remained when rinsing 
was done in methyl alcohol or in basic solutions.    Auger analysis confirmed the presence of Br 
on the etched and thoroughly rinsed surface.    On the other hand,  the electropolishing was found 
to leave a surface to which the MgF? readily adhered. 

Following this observation,   our substrate preparation procedure was changed to include a 

brief electropolish (10 sec removing about 2 y.m of PbTe) following the Br/HBr etch.    This (or 

a methyl alcohol rinse after the Br/HBr etch) removes the photoresist mask.    It is then neces- 
sary to reapply the mask before depositing the MgF?.    Although these steps constitute an ex- 

tended fabrication process,  they take place before the epitaxial growth and give reliable results. 
o 

The layer of MgF?,  approximately 1400 A thick,   is vacuum-deposited over the time span of a 

minute or two onto the substrate heated to ~100°C.    An electron-beam gun is used to evaporate 

the MgF2 source material,   which is in the form of chunks (supplied as evaporative-grade MgF? 

or Irtran I by Eastman Kodak Co.).    The MgF-, films adhere well to the substrates and do not 
crack or craze during the growth and fabrication process. 

Lasers made with the raised stripe substrates consistently exhibit zero-bias resistances 
that are high enough (>10 ohms) to indicate the absence of shunting by entrapped growth solution. 
Forward-bias resistances are usually 0.02 to 0.04 ohm,   indicating good contacting.    We feel that 
this procedure gives us sufficient reproducibility to evaluate the intrinsic behavior of various 

Pb,     Sn Te double-heterostructure lasers,   and this program is currently under way. 

S. H. Groves 
R. E. Reeder 

D.     LONG-WAVELENGTH  PbSnTe LASERS  OPTICALLY   PUMPED WITH A  C02   LASER 

Low threshold  powers  and  CW   operation in the   10-  to   11-nm  range for   Pb,     Sn  Te 
1-X X .n 

lasers at 4.2 K optically pumped using a GaAs diode  laser source  were  reported previously. 
19 Also,   CW operation      at 12.4-p.m wavelength was observed in a 150-|j.m-thick etch-polished 

Pb_ 0Sn,. ..Te sample for an incident CO, laser power of 3 50 mW.    Here,   optically pumped 
U . O 0. L. L. 

PbSnTe devices are reported which are of sufficient quality to be useful in the field of high- 
resolution spectroscopy in the 15- to l6-|j.m region. 

The Pb. _OQSn    ,   ,Te crystals were grown from the vapor in the shape of needles using a 

modification of a closed-tube technique.       The specially cooled,  as-grown crystals with typical 

dimensions of 0.18-mm thickness,   0.36-mm width,   and 3-mm length are p-type at the growth 
temperature.    The rectangular parallelepiped-shaped needles were diffused n-type by isother- 
mally annealing the crystals at 400°C in a horizontal furnace in the unopened crystal growth 
ampoule and in the presence of metal-rich source material.    The needle-shaped as-grown crys- 
tals were cleaved at the end in contact with the source material and mounted with vacuum grease 
onto a copper heat sink.    The samples used had as-grown (100) faces,  and the laser cavity con- 
sisted of two as-grown (100) faces which were perpendicular to the pumped surface.    The incident 
10.6-i^m CO., laser pump beam was focused to a spot with a minimum beam diameter of 260 |im. 

Continuous wave operation was observed from 16.04 y.m at liquid-helium temperature to 
15 nm at ~25 K,   giving a temperature tuning of 1.04 [irn over the region of CW operation.    The 
CO? laser energy not optically converted to long-wavelength laser energy was used to produce 

the temperature tuning.    As shown in Figs. I-5(a) and (b),  typical mode structures for the CW 
PbSnTe devices are dominated by one strong mode.    Figure 1-6 indicates the variation in the 
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Fig. 1-5.    Emission spectra of CW Pt>o.788Sno.212Te optically pumped laser: 
incident C02 power of (a) 62.5 mW and (b) 10 mW. 



Fig. 1-6. Wavelength tuning characteristic 
of dominant mode of optically pumped CW 
Pbo.788Snn.212Te device for various inci- 
dent CO2 power levels. Smooth curve is 
drawn through experimental points, which 
are denoted by solid circles: However, 
actual detailed experimental curve would 
be quasi-continuous  due to mode hopping. 
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PbSnTe   LASER   EMISSION   WAVELENGTH  l^xm) 

CW PbSnTe emission wavelength as the incident CO, laser power varied from 6.3 to 135 mW. 

The CW threshold for the lasing region with a 3 60-Lim-long cavity was 6.3 mW.    Taking into 
account reflection from the PbSnTe surface (approximately 50 percent),   the equivalent PbSnTe 

diode threshold current density near 8 K corresponds to about 50 A/cm  .    For a CO? incident 
power level of 135 mW,   a total single-ended output power of over 0.15 mW was measured directly 
by a calibrated Eppley thermopile for the optically pumped PbSnTe crystal.    An external quantum 
efficiency (assuming equal power out from both ends of the laser) of approximately 1 percent is 
calculated after taking into account reflection losses from the PbSnTe surface (50 percent), losses 
in the KRS-5 output optics window (2 5 percent),   and absorption-reflection losses in the output 

optics filter (33 percent). T_ c_ Harman 

N. L. DeMeo 
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II.    QUANTUM    ELECTRONICS 

A.     NdP5014  LASER TRANSVERSELY  EXCITED BY A LASER DIODE 

In a previous report,   we discussed experimental and theoretical results for NdP,-0. . lasers 
3 + transversely excited by a dye laser tuned to the 0.58-fim Nd      absorption band.    We have ex- 

tended that work and obtained room-temperature,  quasi-CW lasing in NdP,-0, . (NdPP) using 
3 + transverse excitation from a single laser diode emitting at 0.8 ^im,  another strong Nd      absorp- 

tion wavelength. 

Some slight modifications from the experimental arrangement described earlier    were re- 

quired by the properties of the diode that was available.    This double-heterostructure Al Ga, _  As 
diode (provided by I. Ladany of RCA),   386 ^m long X 100 jim wide,  had a room-temperature 
emission wavelength of 0.82 |im,  which required that it be cooled to increase its energy gap and 

shorten the wavelength to 0.80 |im.    This was accomplished by mounting it on the cold finger of 
a liquid-nitrogen dewar.    A spacer inserted in the cold-finger mount reduced the thermal con- 
tact of the diode with the nitrogen reservoir,  and a heater element allowed some variation of the 

diode temperature,   so that the emission could be tuned to 0.80 \im.    The temperature of the di- 
ode mount for 0.80-nm emission is estimated to be in the range 210 to 240 K.    The spectral out- 
put of the cooled diode is shown in Fig. II-l.    To avoid damaging the diode,  and to minimize the 

heating variation which would occur with different diode currents,  the diode was driven with 
300-^sec current pulses through a 50-ohm load,  which matched the impedance of the pulse gen- 
erator.    This pulse duration was sufficiently longer than the NdPP lifetime,  115 fisec,  to reach 

the CW regime of laser oscillation.    The diode and NdPP laser arrangement are shown sche- 
matically in Fig. II-2. 

Fig. II-l. Output power as function 
of wavelength for cooled Al Ga, _As 
pump laser diode. 

WAVELENGTH (A) 
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Fig. II-2.    Schematic diagram of experimental apparatus for diode-pumped 
NdPP laser. 
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Another modification from the previous apparatus was in the pump collection optics.     A 
single f/0.9 photographic lens imaged the narrow laser diode junction onto the NdPP sample with 

a magnification factor of about 3.    The resulting image covered only about one-half the sample 
length.     More significantly,   the image of the NdPP fluorescence at the pump focus,   viewed 
through a microscope with a near-infrared image converter,   was not nearly as sharp as that 
from the transverse dye laser excitation.    This is probably due to the divergent multimode 
output of the diode and aberration from the collection lens.     This problem should be  reduced 

in the contact geometry,   which could be used with a laser diode emitting at 0.80 (im at  room 

temperature. 
Another difference from the initial experiments was in the polarization of the diode radia- 

tion,  which was predominantly horizontal (TE) rather than vertical,  for the dye laser.    Since 

the NdPP absorption for the horizontal polarization was somewhat less than for the vertical,   a 

partial half-wave plate (one designed for a different wavelength) was inserted to give approxi- 

mately 60-percent conversion to vertical polarization.   A 15-percent reduction in the threshold 
was observed,   and the waveplate was retained for all lasing measurements. 

These measurements were taken for two samples,  both of which had lased with the trans- 
verse dye laser excitation.    For one sample with 0.80-^m diode excitation,  the measured opti- 
cal threshold power was 12.4 mW.   This is approximately 2.5 times the threshold predicted from 
our earlier calculations.     The higher-than-predicted threshold is most probably due to the 
poor imaging of the diode junction,  as observed through an infrared microscope.    No bandwidth- 

o 

caused increase in threshold is expected,   since the 25-A width of the diode output represents no 

significant increase over that of the dye laser for pumping purposes. 
The maximum power-conversion efficiency for this sample was 7.5  percent,  with 3.4-mW 

(quasi-CW) output.    At the highest output levels,  the power was maximized by an adjustment of 
the focusing lens and sample that probably caused multimode operation,  as indicated by more 
slowly damped and noisy relaxation oscillations. 

To lower the threshold by causing better absorption of the pump radiation,  we polished an- 
other sample to a thickness of 78 fim and mounted it on a mirror slightly narrower than the sam- 
ple length,  L = 565 (im.    The mirror reflected back into the sample any of the pump radiation 
initially transmitted through the 78-jim  thickness.    By using the dye laser pump,  the sample 
had approximately the same collinear threshold (630 (iW) as the previous one (600 \xW), but its 
transverse threshold was 2.7 mW,  compared with 4.0 mW.    With the transverse diode excitation, 

the threshold was reduced from 12.4 mW for the first sample to 7.2 mW for the polished sample. 

Some typical oscilloscope traces of the NdPP laser output from the second sample are 
shown in Figs.II-3 and II-4,  obtained respectively at low output with clearly defined relaxation 
oscillations and at higher drive levels with more incoherent oscillation and evidence of multi- 

mode behavior.    The output power for this sample is plotted as a function of input optical power 
in Fig. II-5.    The optical power-conversion efficiency reaches a maximum value of 6.7 percent. 
The diode efficiency can be estimated by assuming a 1.5-V drop across the diode,  and computing 

the electrical input power from the current through the 50-ohm series load resistance.    At the 
highest measured drive level,  the diode efficiency was ~4.5 percent.    This value represents 

conversion of electrical power to optical pump power actually measured at the pump focus.   No 
correction has been made for additional losses,  including vignetting and reflection by the dewar 
and collection lens. 

13 
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Fig.II-3. Oscilloscope trace of NdPP laser 
(sample 2) output and pump diode drive volt- 
age. NdPP laser is driven ~4.5 times thresh- 
old, and is detuned slightly to obtain most 
stable relaxation oscillations. Top: NdPP 
output power; bottom: drive voltage - diode 
and 50-ohm load. 
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Fig. II-4. Oscilloscope trace of diode-pumped 
NdPP laser (sample 2), ~8 times threshold. 
Top: NdPP output power; bottom: drive volt- 
age - diode and 50-ohm load. 
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Fig. II-5. Optical output power from NdPP 
laser (sample 2) as function of optical in- 
put power from pump laser diode. 
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Finally, additional confirmation of the wavelength dependence of the threshold power was 

found by reducing the heating of the diode mount to obtain 0.7925-nm output. The threshold at 

this wavelength was 7.9 mW,  only slightly higher than the 7.2-mW threshold at the maximum 
o 

absorption 75 A away. 

The above theoretical and experimental results have shown clearly the feasibility of con- 

structing miniature NdPP laser devices pumped by diodes in a simple excitation configuration 

without the need for elaborate sample mounts or elliptical pump reflectors.    There are several 

reasons why such optical conversion might be desirable: 
O 

(1) The narrow bandwidth (<1 A) of the 1.05-(j.m NdPP laser compared 
o o 

with the 20- to 50-A bandwidth of a semiconductor laser or 300-A 

bandwidth of a LED might be advantageous.    For example,  it would 

be beneficial in high-speed fiber-optic transmission systems where 

spectral dispersion would increase the duration of a wide-bandwidth 

short pulse,  or in the detection of weak laser signals where optical 

filtering could eliminate wideband background radiation but trans- 

mit the narrow spectrum of the laser. 

(2) The mode quality and brightness of the NdPP laser should be better 

than that in LEDs or laser diodes,   since one has more control of the 

laser mode in the NdPP crystal by means of the cavity reflectors. 

This is an important factor either in free-space transmission of low- 

divergence laser beams or in coupling efficiently into small-area, 

low-order optical fibers. 

(3) The transverse-excitation configuration itself also has advantageous 

features.    With linear side-pumping,  it should be possible to scale 

up the output power by increasing the number of pump diodes in the 

transverse array (subject,  of course, to the limitations of NdPP 

sample length).    This causes an increase in laser brightness as well 

as power,  which is not the case when power from a multidiode source 

is increased by adding more diodes.    A drawback to the miniature end- 

pumped configuration which has been employed for Nd:silica (Ref. 2) 

and Nd:YAG (Ref. 3) fiber lasers is that a single high-brightness source 

is necessary to couple efficiently into the small end area of a fiber 

laser.    For the slightly larger LED-end-pumped polished Nd:YAG 
4 

laser,   the output also is limited by the power available from the 

single pump source. 

From the present experimental results,  we can estimate the amount of output power which 

could be obtained by using a linear array of room-temperature pump diodes.   These diodes could 
5 

be either high-radiance Al Ga.     As LEDs    (active region thickness ~ 2 (im,  output power of 
X        1 "X r 

3 mW for a 50-|im-wide device) or double-heterostructure Al Ga. _  As lasers    (active region 

thickness ~ 0.3 jxm,  output power of 10 mW for a 13-jim-wide device).    Assume a thin NdPP 

sample 760 fim long having a reflecting back surface;  with a spacing between stripe-geometry 

devices equal to the stripe width,  an array of 8 LEDs or 30 lasers could be contacted to the 

NdPP laser crystal edge.    The LED array would provide 24 mW,  about 1.5 times threshold, and 

would be a low-power device but have the advantage of incoherent LED excitation with possibly 
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greater reliability than that of laser diodes.    The laser-diode configuration would provide 300 mW 

pump power,  40 times threshold,   and with 7-percent optical-conversion efficiency would give 
~21 mW NdPP output.    With this amount of pump power available,  one would certainly choose to 
increase the output coupling for greater efficiency.    From our measurements using collinear 

pumping,  we anticipate that use of a 2- to 5-percent transmission output mirror would increase 
the transverse optical power-conversion efficiency to about 12 percent,  yielding 36 mW output. 

With a value of 5 to 10 percent for the diode efficiency,  an electrical input of 3 to 6 W to the 

diode array would be required.    These figures are extrapolated from the single-diode configu- 
ration;  using more than one pump array (i. e.,   one on either side of a thin NdPP crystal) might 

give more output power,  but lower efficiency without a back-surface reflector.    Also,  excellent 
heat-sinking will probably be required to dissipate most of the heat generated in the diode array. 

The optical-power dissipation in the NdPP crystal should not be a limitation,   since we have ob- 
tained 50-mW CW operation from a NdPP crystal collinearly pumped at 0.58 urn, 

These parameters establish an approximate range of powers which should be practical in a 
7 

miniature NdPP laser device.    As Singh et aL   have pointed out,  Nd:YAG is a better laser ma- 
terial than NdPP in terms of its Nd      emission cross section and fluorescent lifetime.    How- 
ever, these properties can be utilized best in large laser rods which allow substantial absorp- 

tion of pump radiation.    For miniature lasers with low power requirements,  concentrated rare- 
earth crystals such as NdPP offer the best potential for future development.    In the process of 

miniaturization,   further reduction in the overall laser-cavity size could be obtained using small 
Q 

graded-index rod (GRIN) reflectors   to replace the present spherical mirrors. 

Other materials such as LiNdP.O, ? (see Refs. 9 and 10,   and Sec.B below) have also exhib- 

ited low thresholds and have lased in the transverse configuration.       Depending on crystal size 
availability and laser power requirements,  it also might be desirable to reduce the Nd concen- 
tration somewhat in crystals such as Nd  La. _  P5O44,  as has been suggested in Ref. 7,  in order 
to obtain somewhat longer fluorescent lifetimes,  at the expense of decreased pump absorption. 

S. R. Chinn 
J. W. Pierce 
H. Heckscher 

B.     LOW-THRESHOLD,   CW  LiNdP.O,,   LASER ' 4    12 

We have obtained low-threshold,  room-temperature,  CW laser action in LiNdP.O, 7 (LNP). 
9 12 (This compound has been called LiNd-ultraphosphate,   but the nomenclature      appropriate to the 

LiNdO?/P?0|- ratio is LiNd-metaphosphate.)   Yamada,  Otsuka,   and Nakano    have characterized 
the fluorescence properties of LNP and reported pulsed lasing.    In our experiments,   we have 
excited LNP with a CW dye laser and measured the laser threshold,  output spectrum,  and power- 
conversion efficiency. 

13-15 As with NdPj-O, .  (NdPP) and its solid solutions, LNP includes Nd as a stoichiometric 
3 + constituent rather than as a low-concentration dopant.    Because neighboring Nd      ions are sepa- 

4 
rated by O-P-O groups,  the radiative decay from the    F, /_ state does not suffer severe concen- 

16 ' tration quenching;     consequently,   LNP is a material with long radiative lifetime (T = 120 p.sec) 
-19       2 3+ and large emission cross section   (a = 9 X 10        cm ) at high Nd      concentration (N    = 4.37 X 

21        -3 ° 10      cm    )(see Ref. 9).    This high concentration results in very short absorption lengths for the 

higher-energy transitions in the Nd      excitation spectrum.    These factors lead to extremely 
efficient excitation and very low laser thresholds for small LNP samples. 
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1 3-15 Our experimental procedure was similar to that described by previous workers, except 

that the LNP was pumped with a CW Rhodamine 6G dye laser excited by an argon-ion laser.    The 
pump radiation at 0.58 (im was focused collinearly onto the laser sample in the center of a nearly 
spherical optical cavity with 5-cm-radius mirrors.    The input mirror had high reflectivity (R > 
99.9 percent) at 1.05 (im,  and the output mirror had approximately 0.3-percent transmission at 
1.05 ^m.    A Corning 2-64 glass filter transmitted the 1.05-(im lasing radiation,  but not the 
0.58-nm pump, to a calibrated Si photodiode or to a grating spectrometer followed by an S-l 
photomultiplier.    In many of the measurements the pump beam was interrupted by a tuning-fork 

chopper,  the pulsed laser output was displayed on an oscilloscope,  and the output spectrum was 
recorded using phase-sensitive detection.    The input power was measured by another calibrated 

Si photodiode inserted in the cavity immediately before the sample. 
9 

Instead of growing LNP crystals by the Kyropoulos pulling technique,   we have obtained our 
crystals by a flux method.    The starting materials were reagent grade LLCO-,   NH^HLPO,, and 
Nd?0,,  with a large excess of Li?CO, and NH.rLPO. used as a flux.    In a typical run,   11 g of 
Li2CO,,   86 g of NH.H^PO.,  and 20 g of Nd20, were mixed in a 50-cm    Pt crucible and fired at 

950°C until no further weight loss was observed.    The temperature was then reduced at 2"/hour 
to 700"C,  and the power was turned off. 

X-ray diffraction analysis of our crystals showed that LNP is monoclinic,   with space group 
C2/c, lattice constants a = 16.408 A, b = 7.035 A, c = 9.729 A,  and /3 = 126.38°.   Like NdPP (see 

1 9 Refs. 1 7 and 18),  whose space group was at first incorrectly identified      because its deviation 
from orthorhombic symmetry is small,   LNP (with suitably relabeled axes) also has a nearly 

9 
orthorhombic space group (Imma),  its originally reported structure. 

Generally,   the best crystals were quite small.    Because the optical quality varied,   we re- 
port results only  from our best sample to date,  an as-grown,  diamond-shaped  platelet with 

2 
thickness I  - 158 |j.m and approximately 0.5 x 0.5 mm    in cross section.    Lasing was along the 
normal to the platelet,  the <^00l)> axis,  with linearly polarized output approximately parallel to 

the real-space "a" direction. 
For pump radiation at 0.582 ^m,  which was almost completely absorbed, the threshold 

power was 360 jxW incident on the sample for both CW and chopped operation.    Using a 150-Hz 
chopping frequency with a 20-percent duty cycle,   we measured the output power as a function 
of input power (Fig. II-6).    For 1 -mW quasi-CW output,  the total power-conversion efficiency 

was 18 percent.    With chopped excitation,  characteristic relaxation oscillations were observed, 
as shown in Fig. II-7(a-b).    These oscillations were analyzed      to estimate the cavity losses 

and laser mode saturation parameter. 
For CW operation, the output power was reduced because of thermal effects (the sample 

was cemented at only one corner,  and thus had practically no contact with any heat sink).    We 
measured CW output powers up to 0.21 mW (with 2.35 mW input),  but did not attempt to obtain 

higher levels. 
It is interesting to estimate the value of T), the differential power efficiency expected for a 

given T). (the internal differential quantum efficiency).    The external differential quantum effi- 
1      •        u 21 ciency is given by 

7) = Tj./fl + Zal/Xn (l/RjR^J 
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Fig.II-6. LiNdP40j2 laser output power 
^out a* ' .048-nm wavelength as function 
of input power Pin at 0.582-jim wave- 
length withl50-Hz, 20-percent duty-cycle 
chopped excitation. Sample thickness was 
I = 158 jim. 
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Fig. II-7. Laser relaxation oscillations 
in LiNdP40i2; in both (a) and (b), power 
calibration factor is 0.107 mW/mV. 
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where i  = sample length,  and R,  and R, are the mirror reflectivities.    For the loss term Zat, 
-3 we use an approximate value 3X10      found by analysis of the relaxation oscillations.    With 

ln(l/R.R2) « 3 X 10"3 and a photon energy ratio of 0.582/1.05 nm = 0.56,  we obtain v = 0.28 Tjj. 

If T). = 100 percent,  then r) ~ 28 percent,  compared with the 20-percent value obtained from the 

data in Fig. II-6. 
A note of caution should be given concerning the quantitative analysis of the relaxation os- 

22 dilations,   since Danielmeyer      has shown that the results of Ref. 20 are not exact for the pres- 
ent situation of nonuniform (i.e.,  Gaussian) excitation of the Gaussian laser mode.    Neverthe- 

less,  the simple analysis gives plausible results.    For example,  for input power levels of 16.4 
and 3 times threshold (in ratio 5.5:1),  the relaxation oscillations yield values of the saturation 

parameter (the ratio of spontaneous to stimulated lifetimes) equal to 33.6 and 5.96, respectively. 
The ratio of these values is 5.6:1,  close to the pumping ratio as expected. 

To estimate the gain at threshold, we use the expression 

,i»       »««             2PogTb .„      -AE/kT 
ff(Nu - N4) I « —2 2"   - CTiNo e 

hv IT w    + w   ) P      o p' 

where N    and N, are the populations of the upper and lower laser levels,  P   is the threshold 
u l -l 9 ° 

power,  AE « 1950 cm      is the separation of the levels,   b = 0.80 in the Boltzmann population 
4 

factor for the lower   F, /_ level,  and w   and w   are the pump and laser mode radii.    The pump 
waist w    was measured to be ~10 fim,  and we estimate that w    = 20 fim.    With these param- 

P 18        -3 eters,  one finds (N   - N,)   =0.43X10      cm       and 2CT(N    - N^)i    =  0.012,   giving the gain 

G = exp[2cr(N    - N.)i]  = 1.012.    If we use a value for 2at= 8 x 10     ,  consistent with the mea- 
sured power efficiency,  then the total cavity loss is 0.011,   somewhat similar than the estimated 
excess gain 0.012.    This value for the total loss is roughly twice that found from the relaxation 
oscillations.    The higher value of inversion and lower value of efficiency than expected may result 

from worse-than-estimated matching of the pump and laser mode beam waists.    Also,   scattering 
losses at the sample surfaces would account for a higher threshold and lower external efficiency. 
Note,  however,  that reflective losses from the sample should not be significant if the sample is 
well aligned and acts as a wavelength-selecting etalon.    In fact,  the sum of the two surface re- 
flectivities is about 10 percent,  much higher than any of the loss estimates above,  which tends 
to confirm the etalon effect of the sample. 

The laser spectrum of LNP excited ten times above threshold is shown in Fig. II-8.    The 
longitudinal mode separation calculated for the sample acting as an etalon is 

A\ = \2/Znt  = 22 A 

where the index of refraction n = 1.58 (see Ref. 9). No such spectral spacing is seen; the small 

line adjacent to the dominant one is probably a higher-order transverse mode. The absence of 
other longitudinal modes may come from linewidth limitations [full-width,  half-maximum 

o 

~20 A (see Ref. 9)], although at ten times above threshold one would expect to see more than one 
such mode. e  a   ,-,, . S. R. Chinn 

H.Y-P. Hong 
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Fig. II-8. Lasing output spectrum of 
LiNdP40i2 excited ten times above 
threshold with 150-Hz, 20-percent 
duty-cycle,  chopped excitation. 
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C.     EXTERNAL-CAVITY  C02"PUMPED  InSb  SPIN-FLIP  LASER 

The use of an external-cavity spin-flip Raman laser is described here in which the axial and 

transverse modes can be carefully controlled to provide a device that is potentially useful for 

spectroscopic and photochemical applications.    In the past,   spin-flip lasers in the usual form 

of a rectangular parallelepiped produced a spectrally poor output when operated at high drive 
23 24 levels.    '        This is particularly true for high carrier-concentration InSb  crystals (n ~ 1  x 

10      cm    ) in high magnetic fields that are needed for high-energy pulsed operation in the 11- 
25 -l 

to 13-^.m region because the spontaneous spin-flip linewidth      (~0.2 cm    ) is comparable to the 

Fabry-Perot cavity linewidths.    The spin-flip output then has limited tuning within a mode, with 

large jumps between modes.   This is in contrast to the situation in low-concentration samples at 

low magnetic fields (1 to 10 kG) where the spontaneous linewidths      are only a few hundred mega- 

hertz.    In addition,  internal bounce-mode operation can degrade the spectral characteristics as 

well as substantially limit the external conversion efficiency.    In order to improve this situation, 

we have operated the spin-flip laser in an external-cavity geometry where bounce modes are 

eliminated and the cavity-mode frequencies can be altered independently of the magnetic field to 

allow complete control of the spin-flip laser output frequency.    In addition,  the use of resonant 
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output couplers results in a narrowed spin-flip spectral output.    At present,  with a low-finesse 
_ A 

uncoated Ge output coupler,  we have obtained a spin-flip output spectral width <0.027 cm     . 
A   / _ T 

The cavity geometry used here consisted of an InSb  crystal  (n ~ 1.2  x 10      cm" ) 
antireflection-coated on both ends mounted on a cold finger (T ~ 20 K) in the bore of a split 
superconducting solenoid.    Sample dimensions are 0.75 X 0.75 cm cross section by 1.5 cm long. 

A 1 -m-radius gold mirror could be mounted on the dewar output window flange with a bellows 
arrangement that allows its alignment to be adjusted under vacuum.    An NaCl Brewster angle 

window was mounted in the opposite window flange,   and an output coupler completed the optical 

cavity.    Both ZnSe and Ge (uncoated) output couplers were used.    The overall cavity length was 
30 cm.    Pump laser radiation was introduced through the output coupler,  while the spin-flip 

output was separated out using a dichroic beamsplitter and a spectrometer.    In order to provide 

a spectrally narrow pump source,   a CW gain cell was operated in the CO? TEA laser cavity to 
force the laser to operate in a single longitudinal mode.    Apertures constrained the output to a 
TEM      mode.    The CO, beam was collimated to a spot size of approximately 2-mm diameter 
which matches the 12-^.m spot size for the spin-flip cavity parameters. 

The uncoated output coupler acts as a resonant reflector because of its Fabry-Perot modes, 
and serves a dual role as output coupler and frequency-selective etalon.    The set of coupled 
Fabry-Perot cavities together with their free spectral ranges (fsr) involved in the observed tun- 
ing characteristics are the overall cavity 30 cm (fsr = 0.017 cm    ) and one of the following three 

output couplers:   (1) Ge etalon 2.23 mm (fsr = 0.56 cm    ),   (2) Ge etalon 3.2 mm (fsr = 0.39 cm \ 
-1 and (3) Ge etalon 9.6 mm (fsr = 0.13 cm    ). 

The spin-flip laser mode-tuning characteristics at an output wavelength of 12.2 fim were 
-1 measured with a 1-cm      fsr Fabry-Perot interferometer and are shown in Fig. II-9(a) for the 

case of a 3.2-mm-thick Ge output coupler.    The output spectrum is dominated by the Fabry- 

Perot modes of the output coupler;  the overall cavity Fabry-Perot modes are too finely spaced 
to be observable.    The spacing of 0.38 ± 0.04 cm      is in good agreement with the calculated 

— A 

etalon spacing of 0.39 cm     .    The tuning rate within a mode is 9.3 MHz/G,   and the tuning range 
-1 of a single mode is about 0.13 cm    .    More complex spectra were observed with the 2.23-mm 

Ge output coupler because of broader etalon modes.    A plot of the dominant output line  of the 
spin-flip laser with magnetic field for the 2.23-mm etalon is shown in Fig. II-9(b).    The mode 

spacing of 0.63 ± 0.06 cm      is in agreement with the calculated etalon spacing. 

With a 9.6-mm-thick output coupler,  the spin-flip output frequency was determined solely 
-1 by the Fabry-Perot modes of the output coupler to within the 0.05-cm      resolution of the mea- 

surement.    Varying the magnetic field resulted in the spin-flip laser output frequency jumping 
from one etalon mode to the next.    The narrowest spectral output was obtained with this output 
coupler.    Figure 11-10 shows a Fabry-Perot trace of the output spectrum taken with a 0.13-cm 

free spectral range Fabry-Perot.    The top trace shows the CO? pump laser spectral output,  and L -1 
the bottom trace is the spin-flip laser output.    The measured spectral width is 0.027 ± 0.003 cm 

after allowing for the Fabry-Perot resolution.    The modes of the overall cavity,  of which there 
were probably no more than two,  could not be resolved in this trace.    Single-frequency opera- 
tion should be possible with higher finesse output couplers. 

The control of the spin-flip laser output frequency by the resonant output coupler provides 
a convenient means of fine-tuning this frequency.    A tunable output coupler could be constructed 
from two Ge windows,  AR-coated on one side,  separated by a piezoelectric cylinder which can 
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Fig.II-9.    Tuning characteristics of external-cavity spin-flip laser 
with (a) 3.2-mm and (b) 2.3-mm-thick Ge output couplers. 
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Fig. 11-10. Fabry-Perot spectral traces, 0.13 cm free spectral 
range: (top) CO2 pump laser, and (bottom) 12-^m spin-flip laser 
output (H = 58 kG,   T ~ 20 K,  n = 1.2 X IO16 cm-3). 
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be voltage-tuned over a free spectral range.   Alternatively, the temperature dependence of the 

Ge index of refraction     [(i/n) (dn/dT) = 6.9 ± 0.4 X 10    /K]   could be exploited to temperature- 

tune the output coupler.    For a 1-cm-thick Ge etalon, a temperature variation of only 2 K is 

required to tune over a free spectral range.    By sweeping the magnetic field in synchronism with 
the temperature,  continuous tuning over a relatively broad range should be readily attainable. 

The spin-flip output-pulse shape does not simply follow the time dependence of the pump 

laser, but rather shows only a short (~50 nsec) output pulse even when long input pulses of about 

1 -(isec duration are used.   This behavior is due to a combination of transient behavior of the 
saturable Raman medium and gain reduction due to free carrier absorption.    These effects will 

be discussed in more detail in a future report.    The spectral data presented above were obtained 
at maximum output energy levels of about 50 to 60 jiJ. 

In summary, the CO.,-pumped spin-flip laser has been operated in an external-cavity geom- 

etry in which the output frequency of the spin-flip laser is governed to a large extent by the 
Fabry-Perot modes of a resonant output coupler.    By tuning this output coupler in tandem with 
the magnetic field,  essentially complete frequency coverage with single-mode operation can be 

obtained and should enhance the usefulness of the spin-flip laser for many applications. 

S. R. J. Brueck 
A. Mooradian 

D.    OPTICALLY  PUMPED C2H2,  CS2,  AND SiH4  LASERS 

Optically pumped laser systems for generating new infrared frequencies are being studied. 
Such infrared sources have potential application in laser-induced isotope separation and photo- 

28 chemistry.    In a previous Solid State Research Report,     OCS laser action in the 8.2- to 8.4-jim 
region was reported;  optically pumped C02 and N-O laser action also was reported.    Here,  we 

report optically pumped laser action in three other molecules:   C2H2,  CS?,   and SiH..    This is 
the first report of laser action in silane,  SiH.. 

These lasers are transfer lasers based on optical excitation of CO gas by a frequency- 
doubled,   single-line C02 TEA laser.    The vibrationally excited CO molecules transfer energy 
into a second gas where laser action occurs.    The technique now has been demonstrated for 
mixtures of CO with OCS,   C02,  N20,  C2H2,  CS2,  and SiH..    Only one other optical transfer 
laser has been reported previously:   an HBr TEA laser was used to pump CO? with subsequent 
energy transfer into N.,0 (see Ref. 29). 

The CO molecule is ideal for storage of vibrational energy because of its exceedingly slow 
-3        -1 -1 vibration to translation transfer rate of 1.9 X 10      sec      Torr      (see Ref. 30).    The second har- 

monic of the P(24) line of the 9.6-jim C02 band falls within 0.00 3 cm"1 of the CO 0 - 1 P(14) 
transition and is efficiently absorbed.    Nearly resonant energy transfer from the CO molecule 
makes it possible to vibrationally excite a number of molecules without requiring an exact fre- 
quency match between the pump laser and the active molecule,  as is the case for direct optical 

-1 excitation;  with C02,  for example, the mismatch is 206 cm 
Optical transfer pumping is a useful technique for investigating potential laser systems,   and 

allows the determination of important laser parameters in a well-defined system.    The excitation 

energy is usually deposited into a specific vibrational mode,  and the dissociation problems which 
often are encountered with conventional electronic discharge excitation are avoided. 

2 8 The experimental configuration has been shown previously.       The output of a grating- 
controlled Lumonics TEA laser is passed through a telescope which reduces the beam diameter 
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to about 4 mm.    The energy incident upon the uncoated CdGeAs, (Ref. 31) doubling crystal is typ- 

ically 300 mJ and is contained in a 200-nsec pulse (FWHM).    The doubling crystal,  with a cross 
section of 7 X 13 mm    and a length of 12 mm,  has produced up to 26 mJ of second-harmonic 
energy at an external energy-conversion efficiency of 8 percent without damage.    The crystal 

was cooled to 77 K to minimize absorption.    Laser cavities with internal mirrors and lengths 
ranging from 0.4 to 30 cm were used.    The dielectric-coated Ge input mirrors had a 1-m radius, 

a transmission in excess of 50 percent at 4.8 nm,  and a reflectivity of 99 percent at the laser 
wavelength.    The back mirror was a broadband 100-percent reflector with a radius of 30 cm. 
The input energy to the cell and the output energy were measured using calibrated pyroelectric 
detectors.    The output wavelengths were measured using a 1-m grating spectrometer. 
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Fig. 11-11.    Simplified energy-level diagram for CO and molecules pumped by 
nearly resonant energy transfer. 

Figure 11-11 shows a simplified energy-level diagram for the CO and the lasing molecules, 
while Table II—1 summarizes the measurements.    Not all quantities in the table were obtained 
under the same conditions;  for example,   maximum output energy is generally not obtained at 
maximum pressure.    The quoted efficiencies are slope efficiencies obtained from plots of output - 

vs-input energy to the gas.    The CO absorbed most of the input energy at the pressures of 

interest. 
The CO-C2H2 laser uses the near resonance between the CO (v = 1) level at 2143 cm      and 

the C2H2 0100°0° level at 1974 cm'    (Ref. 32) for transfer pumping.    In contrast to the other 
molecules reported on here,  the transfer is to a vibrational mode having no dipole moment. 

33 Laser action in acetylene was reported first by Shelton and Byrne.       They excited C^IL-FL-He 
mixes in a pulsed electrical discharge and observed an output near 8 jim,  which they attributed 
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TABLE ll-l 

SUMMARY OF PERFORMANCE OF OPTICALLY PUMPED LASERS 

System 

Maximum 
Pressure 
(Torr) 

Minimum 
Threshold 

Maximum 
Efficiency 
(percent) 

Maximum 
Output 

(mJ) 
Focused 

(mJ) 
Unfocused 

(mJ) 

OCS 
(direct-pumped) 55 0.1 0.6 4.0 0.25 

co-ocs 115 0.1 1.0 2.0 0.15 

co-co2 760* - 1.6 7.3 0.48 

CO-N20 760* - 2.0 5.6 0.35 

CO-C2H2 36 - 4.0 0.5 0.025 

CO-C2H2-H2 140 - 4.0 1.5 0.09 

co-cs2 - - 2.5 0.1 0.01 

CO-CS2-H2 20 - 5.0 0.5 0.03 

CO-SiH. 
4 

35 2.2 - 0.6 0.03 

*Limit of gas-har idling system 

TABLE 11-2 

OBSERVED VACUUM FREQUENCIES 
OF THE C H2 LASER 

This Work 
(cm-1) 

Previous Measurements 
(cm-1) 

1244.52 

1244.12 

1243.75 

1243.08 

1244.70 

1244.46 

1244.09 

1243.64 

1243.12 

*C.F. Shelton and F.T. Byrne, Appl.Phys. 
Lett. 17, 436(1970). 
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to Q-branch transitions of the 0100 0 -* 000 1 band. Table II-2 lists our observed frequencies, 

along with their measurements. The 0.09-mJ output of the optically pumped laser is greater than 
the 0.06 mJ obtained previously with 1 J of electrical input to a larger laser. 

Although it was not necessary for obtaining laser action,  the addition of hydrogen to give a 

1:1:1 CO-C2H2-H2 mix increased the maximum operating pressure,  the output energy,  the slope 
efficiency,  and the output pulse width of the acetylene laser.    However,  the addition of hydrogen 
did not change the threshold for laser action.    These facts indicate that in our system the role 

of hydrogen is to depopulate the lower laser level. 
Laser action in CO-CS, mixes occurred near 11,5 |j.m.    The CS-, laser was first demonstrated 

34 by Patel using N.,-CS2 mixes and DC electrical excitation.       More recently,  pulsed laser action 
on some of the lines seen by Patel was obtained using an e-beam system to excite CO-CS?-H-, 

35 mixes.       Several different assignments for the observed lines have been proposed,  including the 
00  1 — 10  0 and 02  1 •» 12 0 transitions.    '        For our laser,  the CO-CS? transfer is most likely 

to occur to the 10  1 combination band,  which lies 42 cm      above the CO (v = 1) level.    The mea- 
4 -1 -1 sured transfer rate,   1.4 x 10    Torr      sec     ,   is orders of magnitude too large to be accounted 

for by direct transfer to the fundamental,  which lies 608 cm      away.    '   '    The 01   1 and 02  1 
levels which have been suggested as upper laser levels are both farther from resonance than the 
10  1 level,  and they therefore are probably not important.    However,  the 10  1 combination band 
can break up into two fundamental modes by the nearly resonant process, 

CS2(10°1) + CS2(00°0) - CS2(10°0)  + CS2(00°1)  + AE AE = -8 cm"1 

which should occur in a few collisions.    This leads to population in both the upper and lower laser 
levels so that differential relaxation is needed to produce an inversion.    This may account for the 

relatively poor efficiency of the optically pumped CS2 system.    Breakup into fundamental vibra- 
tions also can occur if other combination bands are pumped,  and this was probably the case for 
Patel's N2-CS2 laser,  where the 02  1 level was in near resonance with the vibrationally excited 
nitrogen.    These energy transfer considerations suggest that lasing will occur on the 00  1 — 10  0 

transitions,  and this assignment is supported by our wavelengths measurements. 
The wavelengths of the CS, laser were measured using a 1 -m grating spectrometer.    A total 

of 11 lines was measured with an absolute accuracy of better than 0.04 cm     .    Table II-3 lists 
the observed frequencies together with the measurements by Patel and the calculated frequencies 

for the three possible transitions 00  1 - 10 0,  01   1 - 11   0,  and 10  1 — 20 0.    It is clear from 
the table that the measurements are only consistent with lasing on the 00  1 -» 10  0 transition.    We 
therefore conclude that for the optically pumped CO-CS2-H2 laser, the transfer is into a combina- 

tion band,  while the lasing occurs from a fundamental vibration. 
As in the case of C2H2,  the addition of hydrogen increased the output energy and the pulse 

length of the CS2 laser, and the effect is attributed to depopulation of the lower laser level. 
The molecules discussed above are all linear molecules consisting of 3 or 4 atoms.   Ob- 

taining laser action for larger nonlinear molecules is expected to be generally more difficult, 

since the number of modes of vibration and thus the number of energy levels will increase.    The 
greater number of levels increases the number of channels for vibrational relaxation,  and makes 
the production of an inversion more difficult.    The relaxation problem can be overcome by using 
direct rather than transfer pumping,  and operating at sub-Torr pressures where no collisions 

occur during the pump pulse.    This approach has been used to produce optically pumped laser 

action in SF& (see Ref. 40). 
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TABLE 11-3 

OBSERVED CS2 LASER LINES AND CALCULATED FREQUENCIES 
FOR POSSIBLE LASER TRANSITIONS 

(in vacuum cm"') 

Observed Laser Lines 

This Work 

(±0.04 cm"1) 

Pate I 

(±0.02 cm    ) 

Calculated Transition Frequencies 
(±0.02 cm"1) 

00°1 ioV 011! - llV 10°1 20°0* 

871.37 

870.78 

870.33 

869.35 

868.32 

867.29 

866.17 

865.57 

865.08 

864.46 

863.38 

870.90 

870.38 

869.85 

869.33 

868.82 

868.31 

867.80 

867.27 

866.73 

866.20 

P(26) 

P(28) 

P(30) 

P(32) 

P(34) 

P(36) 

P(38) 

P(40) 

P(42) 

P(44) 

P(46) 

P(48) 

P(50) 

P(52) 

P(56) 

871.33 

870.82 

870.32 

869.82 

869.31 

868.80 

868.28 

867.77 

867.23 

866.72 

866.17 

865.63 

865.09 

864.54 

863.43 

P(30) 

P(32) 

P(34) 

P(36) 

P(38) 

P(40) 

P(42) 

P(44) 

P(46) 

P(48) 

P(50) 

P(52) 

P(54) 

P(56) 

P(60) 

871.35 

870.84 

870.33 

869.81 

869.28 

868.76 

868.22 

867.68 

867.14 

866.60 

866.04 

865.48 

864.92 

864.36 

863.21 

P(2) 

P(4) 

P(6) 

P(8) 

P(10) 

P(14) 

P(16) 

P(18) 

P(20) 

P(22) 

P(24) 

P(26) 

P(28) 

P(30) 

P(36) 

871.33 

870.89 

870.45 

870.00 

869.54 

868.62 

868.15 

867.68 

867.20 

866.72 

866.24 

865.75 

865.25 

864.75 

863.23 

*C.K.N. Patel, Appl. Phys. Lett. 7, 273(1965). 
fD.F. Smith, Jr., T. Chao,  J. Lin, and J. Overend,  Spectrochim. Acta 27A, 
1979 (1971). 
t A.G. Maki and R.L. Sams, J. Mol. Spectrosc. 52, 233(1974). 
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We have been able to obtain laser action at 7.95 |im in the CO-SiH. system at pressures up 
to 35 Torr.    The observed vacuum frequencies are 1265.50, 1262.31, 1258.02, 1257.10,   1254.86, 

-1 
and 1251.25 cm     .   This is the first report of laser action in silane and the first optically pumped 
laser action in a nonlinear molecule at pressures where both vibrational and rotational  relaxa- 

tion occur before lasing. 
The multi-line spectrum obtained here is evidence of the rotational cross-relaxation;   it 

should be possible to obtain laser action on even more lines by inserting a grating in the cavity. 
-1 Transfer from CO can occur to either the 1000 level at 2185.7 cm      or the 0010  level at 

-1 -1 2189.08 cm     .    Laser action occurs from one or both of these levels to the 0001 level at 914 cm    . 
The CO-SiH. ratio was optimum at 1:1,  although ratios from 1:3 to 4:1 were operated.    In 

contrast to C^H? an(^ ^S,, the addition of hydrogen did not increase the output energy.    Addition 
of helium also was tried,  but this did not increase either the output energy or the operating pres- 

sure.    In contrast,  the addition of helium to CO-OCS and CO-C-,H-> mixtures increased the op- 
erating pressures to 390 and 300 Torr,   respectively,  although it did not increase the output en- 
ergy.    The other measured parameters for the SiH. laser are listed in Table II-l. 

T. F. Deutsch 
H. Kildal 

E.     PULSED  HETERODYNE  MEASUREMENTS OF  SUBMILLIMETER  LASERS 

In order to study the application of high-power,  optically pumped lasers to a number of phys- 
41 ical phenomena,  we have extended our work on the CW submillimeter heterodyne receiver      to 

the detection of short pulses.    The system consists of a low-capacitance,   small-junction-area, 
Schottky diode in which the pulsed-laser signal is mixed with a 74-MHz CW klystron.    The beat 
frequency between the 8th harmonic of the klystron and the laser is fed into a 30-MHz IF strip 
and is video-detected. 

In our initial testing of the heterodyne system,  we examined the bandwidth of a pulsed CH,F 
laser pumped by a CO, TEA laser and emitting at 496 (xm.    The CO., laser pulse width was about 
100 nsec,  and the submillimeter output pulse was about 500-nsec long delayed by about 1 jisec. 
There is considerable fine structure in the methyl fluoride pulse.    By means of simple cavity- 
tuning,  the output frequency could be varied over 500 MHz.    At a given resonator setting,  the 

linewidth was less than 5 MHz,  and the lasing peak could be located readily to a precision of 
better than 1   MHz. „  _.   „    . C. D. Parker 

H. R. Fetterman 
P. E. Tannenwald 
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III.    MATERIALS    RESEARCH 

A.     PHOTOELECTROLYSIS OF WATER 

Photoelectrolysis,   a process in which a semiconductor is used to catalyze the decomposition 
of water by light,   is potentially an important method for the utilization of solar energy to produce 

gaseous H?,   a fuel that is conveniently transported and stored.    We have been investigating the 
physics and electrochemistry of photoelectrolysis by experiments in which an n-type semicon- 

ducting anode (either TiO-, or SrTiO,) and a platinized-Pt cathode are immersed in an aqueous 
2 3 electrolyte and connected externally to form a photochemical cell. '      When the anode is illumi- 

nated,   electron-hole pairs are generated at its surface by absorption of photons with energies 
exceeding its bandgap (3.0 eV for Ti02,   3.2 eV for SrTiO.,).    If the energy bands of the anode 
are bent at its interface with the electrolyte,  the photon-generated carriers are separated:   the 
electrons move into the bulk of the anode and then through the external circuit to the cathode 
where they can interact with the water of the electrolyte solution to produce H?,   while the holes 
remain at the surface of the anode where they interact with water to produce 02-    Thus,  the 
decomposition of water can be accomplished by the action of photons with energies far below the 
threshold for direct photodecomposition,  which is about 6.5 eV. 

3 
In experiments reported earlier,   we measured the short-circuit current and the amount of 

oxygen evolved for cells with single-crystal or polycrystalline TiO? anodes,   as a function of the 
wavelength of monochromatic light used for illumination.    For photon energies close to 4 eV, 
values as high as 80 to 85 percent were obtained for the external quantum efficiency TJ,   defined 
as the ratio of the number of electrons flowing in the external circuit to the number of photons 
incident on the cell.    Taking account of losses due to reflection at the interfaces and absorption 
in the electrolyte,  we found that the maximum internal quantum efficiency of O-, evolution was 
close to 100 percent.    On the assumption that H? was being generated at the cathode,   we con- 

cluded that the efficiency of photoelectrolysis with TiO? anodes was also close to 100 percent. 
In the experiments described,   however,  the electrochemical cells were open to the air so 

that there was a plentiful supply of dissolved oxygen in the electrolyte surrounding the cathode. 
We subsequently have found that under these conditions H2 is not generated,   although one 0? 

molecule is generated at the anode for every four electrons flowing.    If the dissolved oxygen is 
removed from the electrolyte,   either by bubbling N., or Ar through the solution or by pumping 

on the solution with a vacuum pump,   illumination of the anode causes H2 to be generated,  but 
the short-circuit current decreases drastically so that the maximum value of rj is only 1 to 
2 percent for even the best Ti02 anodes and 10 percent for SrTiO, anodes. 

The transition from the photogalvanic mode of operation,   in which current flows but no H? 

is generated,   to the photoelectrolytic mode is readily understood in terms of the simplified en- 

ergy diagram of a photoelectrolytic cell shown in Fig. Ill—1.    (For simplicity,  an acidic electro- 
lyte has been chosen,   but an entirely equivalent discussion could be given for a basic solution.) 
In this diagram,  the Fermi level &„ for the anode and cathode is shown as coincident with 

&(H /H2).    Consequently,   photo-generated electrons supplied to the cathode via the external 
circuit are transferred to the H /H? level,   causing the discharge of H~ by the reaction 

2e~ + 2H+~ H2 (HI-1) 
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SEMICONDUCTOR ELECTROLYTE 
COUNTER 

ELECTRODE 

Fig. HI—1.    Energy diagram of photoelectrolytic cell with shorted electrodes. 

while 0? is formed at the anode by the reaction 

2p+ + H70 — \ 0? + 2H+ (III-2) 

If the electrolyte contains dissolved oxygen,   however,  the cathode approximates an oxygen 
electrode,   so that 6F actually lies quite far below 6(H /H.,) — specifically,  by~0.8 eV for pH = 0. 
In this case,  the cell operates in the photogalvanic mode because it is energetically much more 
favorable for electrons to be transferred to the H20/02 level,   causing the reduction of dissolved 

oxygen at the cathode by the reaction 

2e" + 2H+ + | 02 — H2Q (III-3) 

than it is for them to be transferred to the &(H /H?) level according to Eq. (III-l).    The very high 
3 values of -q   measured previously   show that in the photogalvanic mode   the electron-hole pairs 

generated by photon absorption are effectively separated by the band bending in Ti02,   which is 

given by b = &„ — (S-p)^ * 0.8 eV,  where (£„)„   is the flat-band potential.    For TiOz at pH = 0, 
(6   )_   » —0.2 eV,   relative to the standard calomel electrode.    The value of b is even greater 
for SrTiO-,   for which we have measured (g   )_   » —0.4 eV,   and the maximum values of rj  obtained 
for cells with SrTiO, anodes operating in the photogalvanic mode are similar to those obtained 

with Ti02.    The high values of 17   also show that the oxygen overvoltage for charge transfer at 
the semiconductor-electrolyte interface is negligible for both TiO? and SrTiO, anodes when they 
are illuminated. 

When the dissolved oxygen is removed from the electrolyte,   it is no longer available for 

reduction according to Eq. (III-3).    Therefore,  the cell must operate in the photoelectrolytic mode 
since current flow now requires the discharge of H2 at the cathode,   according to Eq. (III-l),  by 
the transfer of electrons from g F to the higher-lying H /H2 level.    Because of the energy barrier 

to this transfer,   photo-generated electrons accumulate in the electrodes,   raising 6p (which must 
be the same for both electrodes,   since they are shorted together).    As $„ rises,  the band bending 
in the anode decreases,   so that an increasing fraction of the photo-generated electron-hole pairs 
recombines instead of separating,   causing a decrease in the rate at which electrons are trans- 
ferred to the cathode via the external circuit.    Simultaneously,   the difference between &v and 
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&(H /H~) decreases,  causing an increase in the rate of electron transfer from the cathode by 

the discharge of H?.    When the two transfer rates become equal,  there is no further accumulation 

of electrons,   and a steady state is reached.    With TiO?  anodes,  this occurs when &„ is still 
0.1 to 0.2 eV below 6(H /H?),   but the band bending is already so small that almost all the photo- 
generated pairs recombine.   Thus, TiO-, is quite different from the hypothetical semiconductor of 

the energy diagram in Fig. Ill— 1, which exhibits significant band bending even when 6    =   6(H  /H?). 
For TiO.,,   b « 0 when 6^ = 6(H+/H0),   since 6(H+/H,) = -0.24 eV at pH = 0 and is thus approxi- 

mately equal to (£>F)f,   f°r TiCL.    Even for SrTiO, anodes,   which have a higher flatband potential, 
the band bending is only sufficient to yield maximum  r\   values of 10 percent for photoelectrolytic 

cells with shorted electrodes,   compared with 1 to 2 percent for cells using TiO-, anodes. 
Much greater efficiencies can be achieved for cells in which the electrodes are not shorted, 

so that the anode and cathode can have different Fermi levels.    We have used several different 

experimental methods to keep S^tanode) low enough for effective band bending,   while keeping 
£ _,(cathode) close enough to 6(H+/H?) for efficient transfer of electrons from the cathode.    The 
simplest method is to apply an external bias voltage of a few tenths of a volt; less voltage is re- 
quired with SrTiO, anodes than with TiO? anodes,   because of the difference in flatband potential. 

The second method employs a photoelectrolysis cell with separate anode and cathode compart- 
ments that are filled respectively with strongly basic and strongly acidic solutions;   the two com- 

partments are connected by an agar bridge that allows the passage of ions yet does not permit 
4 

mixing of the solutions.    By using a similar procedure, Honda    has obtained quantum efficiencies 
of ~10 percent for H2 generation with TiOz anodes,   and we have measured values in the same 
range.    This method utilizes the electromotive force due to the difference in solution pH,   6 = 
0.0 59 A[pH],   to adjust the Fermi levels.    The driving force is provided by the gradual neutrali- 
zation of the acid and base solutions as the cell operates.    Although it is necessary to supply the 
heat of neutralization,   15.9 kcal/mol,   there is a considerable net gain in energy because the heat 
of combustion of H? is 68 kcal/mol.    However,  the method is somewhat inconvenient because it 
becomes less effective as the neutralization of the solutions causes A[pH] to decrease. 

The third method we have used for adjusting the Fermi levels is to connect a photogalvanic 
cell in series with the photoelectrolytic cell.    When the anodes of both cells are illuminated,   the 
voltage produced by the photogalvanic cell is used to bias the photoelectrolytic cell.     In experi- 
ments where both cells had TiOz anodes and platinized-Pt cathodes,   we have obtained maximum 
rj   values of ~20 percent,   computed on the basis of the total number of photons incident on the 

anodes of both cells. 
None of these methods for adjusting the Fermi levels of the electrodes would be necessary 

if the band bending of the anode were sufficient for effective separation of the photo-generated 

electron-hole pairs even when gp(anode) = g(H /H?).    This implies a value of (S^lfi. several 
tenths of a volt more negative than that of TiO~,   and therefore an electron affinity less than that 
of TiO? by the same amount.    Since the electron affinity of Ti02 is ~4 eV,   it follows that an 
ideal anode material for efficient photoelectrolysis should have an electron affinity no greater 

1-4 than ~3.5 eV.    As pointed out previously,        for effective utilization of solar energy by means 
of photoelectrolysis it also will be necessary for the anode material to have an energy gap much 
less than that of TiO?,  since only about 10 percent of the total solar energy reaching the earth 
is supplied by photons with energies exceeding 3.0 eV. 

J. G. Mavroides      D. F. Kolesar 
J. A. Kafalas W. J. LaFleur 
D. I. Tchernev D. M. Tracy 
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B.     CRYSTAL STRUCTURE OF KNdP4012 

Low-threshold,   CW laser action previously has been reported in two compounds,   NdPK0. . 
3 + (Ref. 5) and NdLiP.O. ~ (Ref. 6),   in which the Nd      ions are isolated from each other so that 

there is far less concentration quenching of the fluorescence lifetime than in conventional hosts 
such as Nd:YAG.    The high Nd concentrations in these materials allow the operation of very 
small lasers,   since efficient absorption of pump radiation occurs in short distances (50 to 100 ^m), 
and the resulting optical gains can be quite large. 

We recently have achieved CW laser action in two new high-Nd-concentration materials, 

NdAl,(BO,). and KNdP.O., (abbreviated as NAB and KNP,   respectively).    The laser properties 

will be described elsewhere,  and the crystal structure of NAB has been reported previously.    We 
now have determined the structure of KNP.    Like NAB, KNP has an acentric space group,   whereas 
both NdP-O. . and NdLiP.O. 2 are centrosymmetric.    The lack of inversion symmetry is poten- 

tially advantageous for device applications,   since it may allow second-order nonlinear optical 
processes (e.g.,   second-harmonic generation) as well as linear electro-optic modulation to be 
carried out directly in the laser crystals. 

The reagents used in the growth of KNP crystals were Nd20,,   K2CO,,   and NH 1LPO..    A 
large excess of the latter two components was used as a flux.    Typically,  a mixture of the three 
compounds in a  molar  ratio of 1:3:12  (6.7,   8.3,  and 27.6 g,   respectively) was  placed in a 

3 
100-cm   Au crucible,   preheated at 200°C for 4 hours,   and fired at 900°C overnight.    The tem- 
perature then was reduced at 2°C/hour to 700°C and the furnace power was turned off.    The 

2 
crystals obtained by this procedure are typically platelets 0.05 to 0.03 mm thick and 0.5 x 0. 5 mm 
in area.    The broad faces of the platelets are either rectangular with (101) orientation,   or hex- 
agonal with (101) orientation. 

For x-ray diffraction studies,  a cube-shaped crystal about 0.05 mm on a side was aligned 

along the b-axis.    Oscillation and Weissenberg photographs showed diffraction symmetry 2/m 
and the systematic absence OkO,   k = 2n + 1,   consistent with space groups P2    /     and  P2.. 
Three-dimensional intensity data to 2e = 48° were collected in the manner described previously. 
A total of 724 independent reflections was measured. 

The heavy-atom method was used to solve the structure.    A three-dimensional Patterson 
map showed only a strong peak close to (l/2, l/2, l/2),   which was assumed to be a Nd-Nd inter- 
action.    Initially the exact composition of the material was unknown,   but because there was only 
one strong peak the number of Nd atoms per unit cell could not be greater than two.    It was as- 
sumed that the two Nd atoms were occupying 2e of P2    /     or 2a of P2^.    A structure-factor cal- l/m 1 
culation based on these positions gave a difference-function R value of 0.35 for both cases.    A 
difference Fourier map based on this model gave unreasonable interatomic distances for P2    /   , 
and it was concluded that there is no mirror plane perpendicular to the b-axis.    This left P2. 
as the only possible space group,   and it was possible to identify one independent K atom,   four 
P atoms,   and twelve O atoms in the unit cell.    The final atom parameters,   scale factor,  and 
anisotropic temperature factors then were refined with a full-matrix least-squares program 
to give  R =  0.060 and Rw =  0.067  for all reflections.     The structure  is monoclinic,   with 
a = 7.266(1) A,  b = 8.436(1) A,   c = 8.007(1) A,  0 = 91.97(1)°,   and z = 2.    The concentration of 

21 -3 Nd atoms is 4.08 x 10      cm    .    The bond distances and angles are listed in Table III—1. 
The structure of KNP is illustrated in Fig. III-2.    The basic structural units are helical 

ribbons,   (PO,) ,   formed by corner-sharing of PO. tetrahedra.    Therefore,  this compound,  like 
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TABLE II1-1 

BOND DISTANCES AND ANGLES FOR KNdP4012 

Distances (A) Angles (deg) 

Dodecahedron Around Nd 

Nd-O(l) 2.47(2) 
Nd - 0(4) 2.52(2) 
Nd - 0(5) 2.53(2) 
Nd - 0(6) 2.35(2) 
Nd - 0(7) 2.43(2) 
Nd - O(10) 2.55(2) 
Nd - O(ll) 2.46(2) 
Nd - 0(12) 2.37(2) 

Irregular Shape Around K 

K-O(l) 2.81(2) 
K - 0(4) 2.77(2) 
K - 0(5) 2.85(2) 
K - 0(6) 3.03(2) 
K - 0(7) 2.94(2) 
K -0(10) 2.89(2) 
K -0(12) 2.81(2) 

Tetrahedron Around P(l) 

P(l)-0(1) 1.48(2) 0(l)-P(l)-0(2) 105(1) 
P(l)-0(2) 1.59(2) 0(l)-P(l)-0(3) 106(1) 
P(D-0(3) 1.59(2) 0(1)-P(1)-0(11) 120(1) 
PO)-O(ll) 1.38(2) 0(2)-P(l)-0(3) 106(1) 
P(l)-P(2) 2.93(2) 0(2)-P(l)-0(ll) 112(1) 
P(D - P(4) 3.06(2) 0(3)-P(l)-0(ll) 106(1) 

Tetrahedron Around P(2) 

P(2) - 0(2) 1.58(2) 0(2) - P(2) - 0(5) 113(1) 
P(2) - 0(5) 1.54(2) 0(2) - P(2) - 0(6) 113(1) 
P(2) - 0(6) 1.50(2) 0(2) - P(2) - 0(9) 98(1) 
P(2) - 0(9) 1.61(2) 0(5) - P(2) - 0(6) 112(1) 

0(5) - P(2) - 0(9) 114(1) 
0(6) - P(2) - 0(9) 105(1) 

Tetrahedron Around P(3) 

P(3) - 0(8) 1.58(2) 0(8) - P(3) - 0(9) 101(1) 
P(3) - 0(9) 1.56(2) 0(8) - P(3) - O(10) 108(1) 
P(3) -0(10) 1.40(2) 0(8) - P(3) - 0(12) 105(1) 
P(3) - 0(12) 1.53(2) 0(9) - P(3) - O(10) 109(1) 
P(3) - P(2) 2.93(2) 0(9) - P(3) - 0(12) 107(1) 
P(3) - P(4) 2.89(2) O(10)-P(3) -0(12) 124(1) 

Tetrahedron Around P(4) 

P(4) - 0(3) 1.60(2) 0(3) - P(4) - 0(4) 109(1) 
P(4) - 0(4) 1.49(2) 0(3) - P(4) - 0(7) 109(1) 
P(4) - 0(7) 1.48(2) 0(3) - P(4) - 0(8) 101(1) 
P(4) - 0(8) 1.53(2) 0(4) - P(4) - 0(7) 117(1) 

0(4) - P(4) - 0(8) 110(1) 
0(7) - P(4) - 0(8) 110(1) 

Inter-tetrahedral Angles 

P(l)-0(2)-P(2) 134(1) 
P(l)-0(3)-P(4) 147(1) 
P(2) - 0(9) - P(3) 135(1) 
P(3) - 0(8) - P(4) 136(1) 
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Fig. III-2.    Crystal structure of KNdP.O., (KNP) projected on a-c plane. 

NdLiP.O, ?,   should be designated as a metaphosphate.    The ribbons (two per unit cell) run along 

the a-axis and are joined to each other by NdO„ dodecahedra.    The K-O bonds are weaker than 
either the Nd-O or P-O bonds,   so the K atoms may be regarded as structural modifiers inserted 
into the (NdP.O. 0)~ network. 4    Id 

Each NdOR dodecahedron is surrounded by four others,  with Nd-Nd distances of 6.661, 6.813, 
o 

6.910,  and 7.057 A,  but the dodecahedra are isolated from each other in the sense that they do 

not share any O atoms.    This type of isolation is the structural feature that is common to all the 
9 

Nd compounds exhibiting reduced concentration quenching. 
Like NdP,-0. .,   KNP is pseudo-orthorhombic.    The deviation from orthorhombic symmetry 

is greater in KNP,   with /3 = 91.97° compared with 90.48° in NdP-O, ..    Both compounds undergo 
a monoclinic-orthorhombic transition at elevated temperature.    The transition temperature for 
KNP,   which we have determined by differential thermal analysis,   is 167°C,   compared with 141 °C 
for NdPcO, . (Ref. 10). 5   14 

The Nd local-site configuration in KNP is illustrated in Fig. Ill—3,  where it is seen that there 
is a distortion from two-fold symmetry, although the degree of acentricity is considerably less than 

18-J-13036-1 

Fig. III-3.    Local-site configuration 
of Nd in KNdP.C-,. 4   12 
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7 +3 it is for the Nd site in NAB.     Consequently,  the limiting lifetime for Nd      fluorescence at 1.06 (im 

is much higher in dilute KNd,     Gd  P,0.., solid solutions than in Nd.     Gd Al,(BO,). solutions, b 1-x     x   4   12 1-x     x     3        34 
27 5 iJisec compared with 50 |j.sec (Ref. 11). 

H. Y-P. Hong 

C.     ULTRAFAST  GROWTH  OF  THIN  GaAs LAYERS BY LIQUID-PHASE  EPITAXY 

The great majority of the multiple GaAs and Ga       Al As layers used to form double- 
heterostructure (DH) diode lasers are grown by liquid-phase epitaxy (LPE).    In particular, they 
are prepared by the technique of equilibrium cooling,   in which a Ga-rich growth solution satu- 
rated with As is placed in contact with a substrate wafer for a specified time while the system 

is being cooled at a uniform rate.    The development of this technique has made it possible to 
grow smooth layers of uniform thickness (well below 1 (im,   for the GaAs active layer) with con- 
trolled impurity concentration and Al content. 

12 We recently reported      that even smoother LPE layers can be obtained if the growth solution 
is supercooled by about 5°C before being placed in contact with the substrate.     We distinguished 
two different cases of this type,  depending on whether the system temperature is reduced during 
the time of substrate-solution contact (supercooling technique) or is kept constant (step-cooling 
technique).    It was shown experimentally that the thickness of the layers grown by both techniques, 

as well as by the equilibrium-cooling technique,   was determined under the usual growth conditions 
by the amount of As that diffuses out of the growth solution to the substrate-solution interface. 

The improvement in surface morphology resulting from the use of supercooled solutions is 
due to the effect cf supercooling in increasing the uniformity with which growth is nucleated on 
the substrate.    To study the nucleation process,   we have been investigating the thickness and 
morphology of LPE layers obtained in extremely short growth times.    This investigation has led 

to the development of a method for growing very thin layers of uniform and reproducible thickness 
at rates much faster than the highest that have been achieved by equilibrium cooling.    These 
ultrafast rates may lead to an improvement in the reliability of DH diode lasers operating CW 

13 at room temperature,   since it recently has been reported      that the lifetimes of such lasers 
prepared by equilibrium cooling have been extended significantly by increasing the growth rate 

of the active region. 
The procedure used for LPE growth is described in Ref. 14.    Growth was carried out under 

flowing H? in a horizontal sliding graphite boat inside a resistance-heated furnace containing a 
heat pipe that eliminates any measurable temperature gradient along the entire length of the boat. 
The substrates were GaAs wafers oriented either (100) or 2° off (100).    To facilitate measure- 
ment of the GaAs layer thickness,   in each experiment a layer of Ga. ,.A1.    .As was first grown 
on the substrate,   followed by the test layer of GaAs.   A portion of the GaAs was removed by using 

1 5 a selective superoxol etchant,     which etches GaAs about 40 times faster than Ga. ,   AL ,,As. 
The GaAs layer thickness then was measured by using a two-beam interference microscope to 
determine the difference in height between the as-grown GaAs surface and the Ga. /?A1    ,,As 

surface exposed by etching. 
Figure III-4 shows the thickness (d) of GaAs layers grown by the supercooling technique 

as a function of the amount of supercooling (A) of the growth solution in two series of experiments. 
2 

The maximum and minimum values of d for each layer (1.1 cm  ) are indicated by error bars. 

In all cases,   the solution and substrate were placed in contact at 800"C.    In the first series of 
experiments,   they were kept in contact for 12 sec.    The value of d is seen to increase linearly 
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with A,   as expected for diffusion-controlled  growth.    (The fact that the straight line through 

the data points  does not extrapolate to d = 0 is due to transient effects at the  beginning of 

growth.)   The value of the diffusion constant  D obtained by applying the equation for diffusion- 
controlled growth by the step-cooling technique [Eq. (1) of Ref. 12] to the  experimental data is 

5. 5 X 10      cm /sec,   in good agreement with the values of 4 to 5x10      cm /sec obtained from 

various earlier data on LPE growth. 
In the second series of experiments for which data are plotted in Fig. III-4,  the growth solu- 

tion was pushed rapidly over the substrate without stopping.    The push rate was 10 to 20 cm/sec, 
so that the time of contact between the solution and substrate was only 0.05 to 0.1 sec.    All the 
layers grown in this way were extremely smooth and flat.    In these experiments,  the value of 

d  initially increased as  A increased but soon reached a limiting value of about 0.18 ^m.    This 

result indicates that growth by the fast-push technique is not diffusion-controlled.    This con- 
clusion is confirmed by the data shown in Fig. Ill-5,   where d and the growth rate (r) are plotted 

as a function of growth time (t) for GaAs layers grown by the supercooling technique at 800 °C 
with A = 5°C.    (Even for the longest growth times,  there was no significant change in the system 
temperature during the time the solution and substrate were in contact,  so that the supercooling 
technique was actually equivalent to step-cooling.)   At values of t approaching 100 sec,   the 
measured values of d and r are in good agreement with those calculated (dashed lines) for 

-5        2 diffusion-controlled growth with D = 5.5 x 10~    cm /sec.    At shorter times,   however,  d  is 
significantly higher than the diffusion-controlled values,  and for the growth time obtained with 
the fast-push technique,   d  hardly depends on t.    Thus,  the thickness of LPE layers grown by 
the fast-push technique does not depend strongly either on the growth time (i.e.,   on the push 
rate) or on the amount of supercooling.    Therefore,   the data of Figs. III-4 and III-5 indicate that 
layers of reproducible thickness should be obtained readily by this technique.    Furthermore,   it 
is seen in Fig. Ill—5 that the growth rate obtained by fast pushing exceeds 100 ^m/min (computed 
by assuming a growth time of 0.075 sec).    To achieve growth rates this high by equilibrium cool- 
ing would require cooling rates of the order of 100°C/min. 

The reproducibility of growth by the fast-push technique has been demonstrated by a series 

of experiments in which this method was used to grow the active layers for DH laser diodes on 
six different GaAs substrates.    In each run,  the growth temperature was 800°C and  A was 5°C. 
The thickness values,  which were measured with a scanning electron microscope after the wafers 
had been cleaved and etched with superoxol,   were 0.099,   0.101,   0.137,   0.109,   and 0.092 ^m, 
and the thickness of each layer was uniform to within ±5 percent.    (The systematic difference of 
about 0.08 |^m between these values and the thickness of 0.18 \±m obtained for growth of GaAs on 
Gan z7Aln „As in a single heterostructure configuration is due to the partial dissolution of the 
active layer during the growth of the second GaQ , ?A10 „As barrier layer for the DH laser.   This 
was confirmed by an experiment in which the active layer thickness was measured before and 
after the growth of the second barrier layer.     The  reduction in thickness was found to be 

°-088^m-) J.J. Hsieh 
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IV.     MICROELECTRONICS 

A.     CHARGE-COUPLED  IMAGING   ARRAYS 

We have completed the fabrication of a two-phase buried channel 100 x 1 charge-coupled 
1 

imaging device which has been described previously,   and have successfully operated the device 
in a four-phase buried-channel mode.    The current devices have had an ion-implanted barrier 
placed under alternate gates to create true two-phase operation. 

2 
The structure is similar to that described by Erb et ah   using two levels of polysilicon to 

form overlapping gates on a gate insulator of uniform thickness [Fig. IV-l(a-c)] .    The complete 
fabrication process is as follows:   After the p   channel stop and n   diode diffusions are com- 

pleted,  the channel area is opened and phosphorous atoms are implanted at  100 keV into the 
12-2 ° 30- to 50-ohm-cm p-type substrate at a dose level of 1.5 x 10      cm    .    Subsequently a 1000-A 

o 

gate oxide is grown,  500 A of Si,N. is deposited,  and the first-level polysilicon layer is depos- 
ited and doped by phosphorous diffusion.    The first-level (storage) gates are etched to a nominal 
length of 8.9 (im,  leaving 6.4 (j.m between gates.    The barrier implant is then made using 90-keV 

11        -2 boron atoms at a dose level of 8 x 10      cm    .    The first-level polysilicon in this case functions 
as an implantation mask, insuring that the boron implant is self-aligned.    After the first-level 

gates are oxidized, the second level of polysilicon is deposited, doped,  and etched to produce 
the transfer gates [Fig. IV-l(b)] .    The choice of polysilicon for both levels was made so that 
the device would have maximum sensitivity to frontside illumination for the intended imaging 
application.     Figure IV-l(c) illustrates qualitatively the asymmetric channel potential created 

by this structure for the case where the pair of electrodes labeled <p. are at a low potential, 
and the pair labeled <p2 are at a high potential. 

Measurements of the channel potential vs gate voltage for a typical device are shown 
in Fig. IV-2.    The data were obtained by measuring the threshold gate voltage for conduction 

1 
between input and output diodes (described fully elsewhere  ) for various values of diode-to- 
substrate reverse bias.    The potential well under the storage gates at zero gate bias has been 
found to be 5.3 to 5.5 V greater than that under the transfer gates.    Calculations predict a po- 
tential difference of 5.8 V,  of which 5.3 V are due to the space charge of the boron and 0.5 V 

to the work function difference between the n    gates and the n and p silicon surfaces.    This 
agrees well with the measurement and indicates that almost all the boron penetrated the gate 
insulator and was activated by subsequent high-temperature processing.    The maximum charge- 

handling capability,  that is the amount of charge that can be stored under the storage gates 

without spilling over to the adjoining transfer gates, has been calculated numerically for the 
measured barrier height and is found to be 750,000 electrons compared with a measured value 
of 620,000 electrons.    The calculated value takes account of the lateral diffusion of the p 
channel stop of 3.2 |am,  reducing the channel width from 25.4 to 19.0 [xm.    However,  it does not 
take into account the influence of the neighboring electrodes in reducing the potential at the 
periphery of the well and therefore reducing the effective storage area.    This "edge effect" may 

account for most of the discrepancy. 
Measurements of transfer inefficiency at room temperature have been made at a clock 

-4 frequency of 1 MHz and found to be 1.3 ± 0.5 x 10      per transfer.    This value is still higher 
-5 3 than the best values of about 1x10      obtained for buried channel operation.     Room-temperature 

dark-current values were in excess of 300 nA/cm , indicating the presence of a rather large 
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density of deep levels.   Such levels can serve as trapping centers and may account for the transfer 

loss.    Efforts currently are being directed at achieving low dark currents in the finished devices. 

B. E. Burke      R. W. Mountain 
R. A. Cohen      W. H. McGonagle 

B.     PACKAGING CIRCUITS  FOR K   -BAND PARAMETRIC  AMPLIFIERS a 
Varactor diodes currently are being fabricated for use in a K   -band parametric amplifier 

which will be used in a ground-station receiver for the LES-8/9 satellite program.    These 
4 

diodes have been characterized extensively by Deloach and network analyzer measurements, 

and have been found to be of sufficiently high quality to make parametric amplifiers with the 

required properties.    Current efforts in this program have been concentrated on developing a 
packaging network which provides contact between the diode and the waveguide circuit. 

A parametric amplifier circuit consists not only of external circuit elements but also the 

diode package.    The circuit should provide efficient coupling between the pump source and the 
diode and present a series resonance to the diode at the idler frequency,  as well as transforming 
the negative impedance of the pumped varactor to the level required to obtain the necessary 
reflection amplifier gain.    It is desirable to perform as many of these circuit functions as pos- 

sible within the packaging network because the lower Q's of lumped parameter networks result 
in wider operating bandwidths.    A further consideration is that the various circuit components 
should be as lossless as possible, and should be mechanically strong and reliable.    The design 

considerations for two alternative packaging schemes are discussed below,  and the character- 
istics of each are presented. 

The first approach is based on the use of a single capacitive standoff which is connected 
to the device by an inductive ribbon [Fig. IV-3(a)] .    It is impossible to thermocompression (TC) 
bond the ribbon directly to the small (8 ^irn) diodes being used,  and,  consequently,  a lead must 
be fabricated as part of the device.    In the packaging operation, the inductive ribbon is TC 
bonded to the fabricated lead and used to lift the lead up from the GaAs surface.    The ribbon is 

then TC bonded to a metalized quartz post as shown.    Figure IV-3(b) shows the electrical equiv- 
alent network of this packaging arrangement.    Efficient pump coupling can be obtained if the loop 
consisting of the post capacitance,  the lead inductance,  and the varactor diode is resonant at the 
pump frequency.    Also,  the condition necessary for proper idler termination when the waveguide 

circuit is designed to present a series resonance at the idler frequency is that the lead inductance 
be resonated against the diode capacitance.    If a signal frequency of 37.5 GHz,  a pump frequency 
of 102.5 GHz,  and an average device capacitance of 0.04 pF is assumed,  the lead inductance (L.) 
and post capacitance (C.) can be calculated.    These values are determined uniquely as 0.15 nH 
and 0.027 pF,   respectively,   and yield a calculated output impedance at the signal frequency with 
a resistive component of—11.8 ohms and a reactive component of— 50.1 ohms. 

The primary advantage of this packaging approach is its simplicity.    The circuit can be 
analyzed easily,  and the element values at RF frequencies (which may differ considerably from 

lower frequency values) can be measured with comparative ease.    Moreover,  this general ap- 
proach has been used successfully by other workers in parametric amplifier design at K   -band. 
However,  this approach does suffer from several disadvantages.    C, and L. are small and dif- 
ficult values to achieve,  and this results in a structure which is fragile and hard to fabricate. 

Also,  the simplicity in packaging circuit topology is exchanged for greater complexity in the 
external microwave circuitry which must participate in the termination of the idler frequency. 
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operate at a very low impedance level, and tune out the substantial reactive impedance at the 

signal frequency. Further, since the idler frequency is not completely terminated within the 
packaging elements, narrower bandwidths will result. 

A number of devices have been fabricated and packaged in this manner.    An idler resonance 

of 62 GHz and a pump resonance of 97 GHz have been measured for one packaged device with a 
diode having a capacitance of 0.035 pF.    A degenerate parametric amplifier also has been fab- 
ricated using another device whose pump resonance was at 73 GHz.    The measured gain was 

2.5 dB.    Current development efforts center upon repeatedly achieving the required packaging 

circuit elements and in fabricating signal frequency guiding structures of impedance levels low 
enough to provide adequate gain. 

The second packaging approach is based on an inductive loop and a capacitive pad which are 

fabricated as an integral part of the chip. This scheme is illustrated in Fig. IV-4(a). The var- 
actor diode is connected to the capacitive pad through the inductive loop which is mechanically 
bent up during the packaging process. The capacitive pad is fabricated over proton-bombarded, 
high-resistivity GaAs which is the capacitor dielectric in this case. A lead is also fabricated 
as part of the device, and shares the connection to the capacitive pad. This lead is sufficiently 
long to be attached to the capacitive post as shown in Fig. IV-4(a). 

The electrical equivalent network of this arrangement is shown in Fig. IV-4(b).   Qualitatively, 
this network differs from that discussed earlier in that an additional ladder network stage has 
been added comprised of the lead inductance L? and the post capacitance C?.    The present design 

uses the greater number of degrees of freedom offered by this circuit to provide both a suitable 
signal frequency impedance transformation,  and to series resonate the device at the idler fre- 
quency.    It is not possible to achieve these conditions and also provide a resonance at the pump 

frequency.    However,  it should be possible to inductively couple to the loop in the absence of a 
resonance.    One possible set of circuit element values is shown in Fig. IV-4(b) which results in a 
purely real calculated output impedance of —164 ohms. 

Most of the advantages of this arrangement over that discussed above derive from its greater 

flexibility.    Terminating the idler frequencies entirely within the packaging network results in 

wider bandwidths and eliminates the need for an external idler cavity.   Moreover, a low-impedance 
guiding structure is not needed at the signal frequency because the impedance transformation is 
performed by the packaging network.    Another advantage of this design is that the element values 

can be much more readily realized.   The required post capacitance of 0.1 pF can, for example, be 
fabricated from alumina instead of quartz.   The loop and lead required will fit onto a 20-mil chip, 
and the diameter of the capacitive pad required is approximately 1 mil, a quite convenient size. 

The disadvantages of this arrangement very nearly mirror the advantages of the simpler 

approach.    The greater complexity of this circuit requires that considerably more sophisticated 
measuring techniques be used to determine actual parameter values at RF frequencies.    More- 
over,  pumping the device requires some external tuning because of the lack of resonance at the 

pump frequency. 
A number of varactor diodes have been packaged in this manner.    A scanning electron 

micrograph of a structure is shown in Fig. IV-5.    Extensive network analyzer measurements 

have verified that,  with minor modifications to the post reactance,   the circuit of Fig. IV-4(b) 

describes the electrical behavior of this configuration at the signal frequency. 
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Fig. IV-5.    Scanning electron micrograph of fabricated,  inductive-loop 
device showing raised loop and lead bonded to metalized post. 

In order to test whether the idler frequencies are being properly terminated by this struc- 
ture,  a tripler has been constructed out of this device.    The tripler has operated successfully 
between 35 and 105 GHz,  indicating an idler resonance at 70 GHz.    However,   some difficulty 

has been encountered in pumping the device,  as expected.    Present efforts in this area center 
upon fabricating waveguide circuits which will promote inductive coupling to the loop. 

R. A. Murphy 
W. T. Lindley 

G. B. Berk (Group 66) 
B. C. Clifton (Group 63) 
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